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This study seeks to ascertain European views concerning

the nature of the indigenous population of Peru by employing

contemporary works of Spanish chroniclers. Major focus is

on the ideological background of the conquest with elabora-

tions on Iberian philosophies held by conquistadors.

Equally important are evaluations of Indian religion and

social customs based on such sources as Aristotelian and

Thomist doctrines as understood by Spanish writers. Political

organization and the hierarchy of rulers play vital roles in

determining why the Spaniards overwhelmed the Indians.

Conquest destroyed the socio-economic structure of the Inca

Empire, and the bonds holding communities together were lost

as the Incas accepted Catholicism as their cult.



PREFACE

The most remarkable feature of the ancient American

civilizations was their independent development. Hidden

behind the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, they grew from the

simplest beginnings with little help from each other and none

from the Old World. Their peoples did not suspect that the

rest of the world existed, and no hint of their existence had

reached Europe or Asia. Their isolation was without parallel.

All the European and Asian centers of civilization from Britain

to China developed in direct or indirect contact of each other.

Ideas, inventions, knowledge, and goods circulated among them

for thousands of years. Only the Americas remained outside

the cultural pool, and this made their confrontation with the

invading Spaniards in the first half of the sixteenth century

an event unique in history. Never before had there been a

meeting between men of such different civilizations with no

previous knowledge of each other.

This expansion of Europe westward began in what has come

to be known as "the age of great discoveries" during the fif-

teenth and sixteenth centuries. In the last years of the

thirteenth century, Marco Polo's account of his travels in

East Asia awakened the imagination of Europeans and broadened

their impression of the world. In the fifteenth century

Portuguese and Spanish explorers made the Canary Islands

familar to Europe. Then, under the guidance of Prince Henry
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the Navigator of Portugal, the exploration of Africa and the

unknown world was systematically undertaken. The financial

support provided by Prince Henry for the outfitting of ships

and the encouragement which he gave to the science of navigation

enabled explorers and adventurers to chart the routes of

further European expansion.

The most important factor in the expansion was economic.

The Portuguese explorers sought a route to the wealth of the

Orient which would be cheaper and safer than the overland

route dominated by the Italian cities and the Turks. News of

Vasco da Gama's successful voyage to India created an impetus

for further exploration. This event had proved that new worlds

lay beyond the European horizon, and that adventure awaited

those who dared to cross the oceans. 2

The discovery of the New World was a matter that deeply

stirred the consciences of men of letters and learning. At

first sight there would seem to be little ideological signi-

ficance in such a subject as the conquest of Peru, which was

largely the work of illiterate adventurers such as Francisco

Pizarro and Diego de Almagro. Even the works of literate

soldiers such as Francisco de Jerez and Miguel Estete, were

presumably prompted by personal interests rather than for the

purpose of proposing philosophical doctrines on the nature of

the indigenous peoples.

1. C. Franklin Frazier, Race and Culture Contacts in the Modern
World (Boston: Beacon Press, 1968)7p.-7. -~~

2. Ibid., p. 9.
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It is well to note the existence of a particular line of

thought which connects events of the conquest. This idea will

further understanding of the campaigns, initiated by eccle-

siastics and officials, to bring the conduct of the colonizers

and conquistadors into conformity with civil law. This doctrine,

underlying the institutions designed to regulate the new

Hispano-American society, was influenced by a political philo-

sophy which was the fruit of centuries of European culture.

The connections between theology and morals in the sixteenth

century become more apparent when one notes that the Spaniards

tended to view human problems from the standpoint of conscience.

Spain's major political problem was the proper government

of the New World empires, while the ideological elements on

which it was based came from Europe. One wonders if the con-

quest then, was an initial episode in the history of American

ideas or simply one more stage in European thought.

There is no denying that the only contribution in the

realm of ideas was European. America's role was primarily

passive; for native Americans were the victims of an assimila-

tion process brought about by the Spaniards. It is ironic that

some of the thinkers who evolved the philosophy of the con-

quest had never been to the New World. Others were Europeans

with life experience in the new lands. A certain understandable

difference may be observed between respective lines of thought'

and policy carried out in the Americas during the conquest era.
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In any case, the events of the conquest contributed to

defining the problems of doctrine and giving them practical'

content, while ideological activity exerted an influence on

historical development. This explains the close connection

between the political thought of that time and the institu-

tions established in America to regulate a society in which

European settlers were living side by side with indigenous

conquered peoples.

This study seeks to ascertain the European philosophy

concerning the nature of the indigenous peoples of America.

Emphasis is placed on Peru in the sixteenth century, and on

European thinking about the Incas. In order to comprehend

fully the numerous viewpoints espoused by Spanish administra-

tors, conquistadors, and ecclesiastics it is necessary to

construct a viable framework in which to isolate selected

perceptions of the philosophies which governed the conquest.

This study is divided into four parts, each devoted to ela-

borating the thinking of sixteenth century man about a major

aspect of the Spanish conquest in Peru.

Initially the major focus will be on the ideological

background of the conquest movement with an elaboration of the

Iberian traditional philosophies held by the conquistadors.

This helps to set the tone for a discussion of the historical

aspects of the Hispanization of the Americas so that the

reader may gain a factual foundation upon which to base

varying opinions held by chroniclers. The accounts of men
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such as Agustin de Zarate, Pedro Sarmiento de Gamboa, and

Pedro Pizarro modify as well as support the traditional

Spanish view of their Christian ethic and their mission to

spread the true faith.

Following this will be an analysis of the European

concept of the Inca as a human being. By employing such

sources as Aristotelian and Thomist doctrines as compared and

contrasted by contemporary Spanish writers, this study will

attempt to define the general Spanish consensus concerning

the implications of Hispanicism in Peru; for it is not possible

to evaluate the conquest in its various components until a

firm philosophical base has been erected.

If an historian is to examine the nature and character

of a people, then it is equally necessary to evaluate their

religious and social customs in an effort to comprehend the

basis on which their culture was established. Political

organization and the hierarchy of rulers plays an important

role in determining why the Incas were so completely over-

whelmed by the Spaniards.

Finally in an effort to tie the philosophical viewpoints

together there will be an analysis of Old World dogma as applied

to the conquest situation. Here the basis concepts of the

study will be reviewed and an evaluation made to determine the

effects of the Spanish conquest on the indigenous peoples of

America.
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CHAPTER I

THE PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS FOR THE CONQUEST

Europe's vital preoccupation at the end of the fifteenth

century was with the East. Antiquity had left the Middle Ages

with an obsession for Asia, and the Middle Ages had passed it

on to the Renaissance. The Holy Land ahd the Holy Sepulcher

were there. During this period Europe entered upon an era

of knowledge and curiosity. In Italy, Portugal, and Spain,

eyes were turned toward Africa and Asia. The latter two

kingdoms, scarely freed from Islamic occupation, needed an

outlet for their overflowing energies.1

By 1500, military art had reached its zenith. But an

army was an expensive luxury for a monarch. Gold was needed

to maintain the grand policies of European dynasts, and this

metal was rare in Europe. When Christopher Columbus embarked

for the West Indies, Europe's store of gold and silver did

not exceed a thousand million gold francs. So the main aim

of the rulers was to acquire this precious metal and build up

as large a stock of it as possible. To have at one's disposal

sufficient liquid money to be able to pay ready cash was the

greatest preoccupation of the candidates for empire.2

1. Jean Descola, The Conquistadors, trans-,Malcolm Barnes
(New York: Augustinus M. Kelley Publishers, 1970), pp. 7-8.

2. John Lynch, Spain Under the Hapsburgs, Volume I: Empire
and Absolutism, l516-15987Oxford: Basil Blakwell~ 1964),
pp. 121-29.

1
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The coin in circulation was not sufficient for the growing

appetites of the continental kingdoms, so on the margins of

open conflict another battle was carried on: the battle for

gold. Localized for a long time to the land routes of Oriental

caravans and sea routes along the African coasts, the battle

soon spread to the New World. Where could gold be found,

indeed, if not in the Indies?3

There is another aspect of the conquest question to be

explored if one is to have a balanced view. During the

Christian Reconquest the nobles, and not the masses, sought to

recover the Iberian Peninsula from the Mohammedans. Land

here was the crux of the struggle. It might be a small plot,

or a kingdom, but land was the objective. Religion and race

were secondary and tertiary, not primary issues according to

historian Bailey W. Diffie in his analysis of the colonial

period of Latin American civilization. Nevertheless he does

feel that religion did play an essential part in the recon-

quest of Spain. The clergy shared in the rewards, receiving

land in return for supplying ideology to what was essentially

an economic struggle, just as they did in other parts of Europe.

The clergy could convincingly argue that war against the Moors

was a crusade of the true faith against the infidel, and they

had powerful religious sanctions to use against those who

refused to participate. The Christian sovereigns were willing

to let the Church share in the resulting booty, since they

3. Ibid.
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feared its power less than that of the nobility. Religion

thus had a role similar to that assigned to national patriotism. 4

This religious nationalism which developed during the

reconquest was the spirit that animated the conquest of America.

The tolerance that permitted the Moors and the Jews to pre-

serve property and religion was first weakened in the long-

continued struggle between the Moorish rulers and the Christians,

and then was transformed into violent intolerance during the

ten years war (1482-92) for the conquest of Granada.5

The Protestant Revolution furnished still another impulse

of religious zeal. Charles V (1516-56) was fighting the Moors

in the Mediterranean, the Turks in central Europe, and the

Lutherans in Germany. Before the end of the century, the

English and Dutch Protestants were added. It was only natural

that religious differences were of paramount political impor-

tance. The Spaniards could hardly have avoided carrying their

religio-political ideas to America where there were several

6million non-Christians.

Diffie sees the elements entering into the conquest as:

a drive for land and trade; a military caste seeking an outlet

for its energies; a spirit of national unity and expansion,

4. Bailey Walleys Diffie, Latin American Civilization: Colonial
Period (Harrisburg, Penn.: Stackpole Sons, 1944), pp. 32-33.

5. Ibid., pp. 33-34.

6. Ralph Burk Ulick, A History of Spain, 2 vols. (New York:
Harpers, 1895), 11:87-95.
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engendered by the Reconquest; a militant Church, seeking souls

for conversion and material wealth; and a fervent patriotism,

expressing itself in terms of a fanatical religion.7

The fifteenth century ended in a stirring atmosphere.

Intoxicated by books describing the Great Khan and Cipango

and following step by step the progress of the early navigators,

the minds of men could not distinguish between truth and

legend. For the geographer, the second half of the century

was a period of sudden progress. The world seemed to open in

a great rush. Men were eager to replace tales with truths

and certainty.8

But gold and spices were not everything. The cupidity

of the merchants, the ambition of the navigators, and the

imagination of poets concealed ulterior political motives of

the widest extent. It was certain, first of all, that- the

conquest of the "Ultramar" would assure the mastery of Europe.

Spain or Portugal would prove dominant. As for the Papacy,

the arbiter of the Crown and spiritual ruler of the lands that

had been discovered and were still to be discovered--was the

guarantor of the part that God would play.9

The domination of Europe was fine, but that of the world

would be better. Christians decided that it was only a matter

7. Diffie, Latin American Civilization, p. 35.

8. Gonzalo de Reparaz, La epoca de los grandes descubrimientos
espanoles y portugueses (Barcelona: Editorial Labor, 1931),
pp. 71-86.

9. Ibid.
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of reviving the alliance with the Great Khan that had been

outlined by the Polo brothers. It was thought in Europe that

the Khan favored Christian ideas. The armies of His Catholic

Majesty and those of the Tartar emperor would set out to meet

one another and make contact at Constantinople. Europe would

close her forces upon Islam. 1 0

Luis Weckmann in his article, "The Middle Ages in the

Conquest of America," asserts that Renaissance thought had

its importance in the shaping of early Latin American civili-

zation, and some of the conquerors, notably Cortes, were

Renaissance men in their fondness for material things such as

grandeur, wealth, and fame. Neverless he posits that it is

also true that some old medieval trends, perhaps nowhere

stronger than in Spain, the land of perennial crusading,

greatly influenced the early course of Latin American life.

Forced to remain long in the background of European evolution,

due to her almost constant state of warfare, Spain realized

rather late the flowering of her mediaeval civilization. Thus,

Spain was able to transmit to America, as a living product,

many of her mediaeval accomplishments.

Even Columbus, the first link between the Old World and

the New, was seen by Weckmann as a great mediaeval traveler.

Although there is no doubt that Columbus' mind was affected

10. Edward Gaylord Bourne, Spain in America, 1450-1580
(New York: Harpers, 1904), pp. 3-19.

11. Luis Weckmann, "The Middle Ages in the Conquest of
America," Speculum 26 (1951):130-39.
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by Renaissance trends, one can say that he was impelled by

mediaeval quests and geographical puzzles towards the explor-

ation of new routes of navigation. It was on the basis of

Marco Polo's report that he set out to find the fabulously

rich islands, off the coast of Asia. Still other mediaeval

legends concerning the existence of islands to the west and

current in Columbus' days. were known to him and in part

impelled him to the undertaking of his voyages. Antilles,

St. Brandan's Isle, Brasil and the Island of Seven Cities,

were among those legendary isles. Columbus never outgrew

these geographical conceptions. In all his travels, when

navigating the Antilles bordering the coasts of the American

mainland, he thought he was visiting. the many islands which

as he said, were depicted in mediaeval descriptions of the

Orient. 12

The mediaeval world was surrounded by a realm of fable.

Beyond the known lands there existed others, populated in

mediaeval fantasy by all kinds of mythical beings, monsters,

and enchantments which were depicted in mediaeval writings.

Such were for instance, the giants, pygmies, gimnosophists,

sciopodies, Amazons, cinocephali, boys with white hair,

bearded women, and headless beings with eyes in their stomach.

As the discoverers of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth

came to venture to the edges of the world it was supposed

12. Ibid.
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that, sooner, or later, they would encounter some of these

mythical figures whose existence was beyond dispute in their

13
eyes.

Of special prominence in the early history of Latin

America is the quest for the Amazons, which seemed to have

fascinated practically every conqueror and which has left a

permanent souvenir in the name of California. Columbus in

his second voyage refers to a certain island, Madanina,

inhabited, according to Indian versions, only by women.

Cortes, in a letter to the King in 1524, refers to what is

now Lower California, saying that it was inhabited only by

women who, at given times, received visits of men from the

mainland. Only female children were kept, the, males being

disposed of. The very name "California" apparently derives

from an island of Amazons, ruled by Queen Calafia and mentioned

in Las Sergas de Esplandian, a Spanish romance tale.

Among the other recurrent legends of early American

exploration, El Dorado, the .gilded man whose kingdom was so

rich that his subjects painted him every day with gold and

washed him off at night, and Quivira and the Seven Cities of

Cibola, founded by seven mediaeval bishops, have conspicuous

places in the conquest mythology. The second legend led

Coronado on his discovery of the American Southwest. Lopez

de Gomara, author of the Historia General de las Indias, whose

13. Ibid. 14. Ibid.
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first seven chapters are in a mediaeval spirit, weighs the

reasons advanced by the fathers of the Church and by ancient

writers for and against the idea of antipodes.1 5

Among the fabulous beings which the imagination of the

Spaniards places somewhere in America, room is reserved for

the Devil himself. According to Gomara, the Devil is the

principal god worshipped in a certain island of the Caribbean

Sea where he appears many times and even speaks to his

devotees. To balance this, we find also the Apostle St.

James, Patron Saint of Spain, fighting side by side with the

Spaniards in many of their military engagements. The New

World was no doubt, a land of hidden marvels and mysteries;

a land, as Columbus said, of Alpha and Omega, where the sun

rises and the sun sets, the beginning and end of the earth.1 6

That the Spaniard of the sixteenth century was naturally

prone to believe in such marvels can be explained in part by

the romances of chivalry, partially outmoded in the rest of

Europe, which were still popular among Spanish readers.

Ferdinand Columbus, son of the Discoverer, heads the list of

prominent men in the history of the New World who were

17attracted by this type of reading. When. the army of Cortes,

after an exhausting march, finally caught its first glimpse

of the city of Tenochtitlan, strange and beautiful, mirroring

its colors in the lake upon which it was built, Bernal Diaz,

16. Ibid. 17. Ibid.15. Ibid.
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the soldier-chronicler of the expedition comments: "We were

astonished and told ourselves that this seemed like a thing

of enchantment, such as they related in the book of Amadis."1 8

In order to take an overview of the conquest movement and

ideology which eventually led Francisco Pizarro and his band

to Peru, it is necessary to establish the basic ground work

laid down by the first adventurers. By narrating segments of

their journeys it will be possible to show the European doc-

trines governing conquest in a practical light.

In the last decade of the fifteenth century a dream took

place. The Genouese, Christopher Columbus, had decided that

the best way to reach the vast wealth described by the writers

of his age was by a westward rather than an eastward route.

Toscanelli, a Florentine doctor, was the inventor of the idea

and had put it on the map for the first time. Columbus per-

suaded the Florentine to divulge his plans and Toscanelli

told Columbus that his route led to powerful kingdoms where

would be found masses of spices and precious stone--wealth

which was desperately needed by European monarchs. The doctor

even more positively convinced Columbus of the advantages of

the undertaking when he described the Christians who he was

sure inhabited the new lands. Even if the peoples were not

Christians, certainly they could be converted.1 9

18. Bernal Diaz del Castillo, The Conquest of New Spain, trans.,
J. M. Cohen (Hammondsworth, England: Penguin Books Ltd., 1963),
pp. 216-19.

19. Diego Barros Arana, Compendio de historia de America, 2 vols.
(Santiago de Chile: Imprenta del Ferrocarril, 1865), 1:48-50.
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Nothing could be better, in the opinion of Columbus:

gold and souls. For, in the mind of this Genouese, the desire

for wealth was almost inseparable from apost16ship. It was

not enough that some subjects of the Great Khan were already

Christians: all must be so. The route to the Indies led to

the possession of the world but it came back to Christ.20

In 1486 an interview took place. between the Catholic

sovereigns Isabella and Ferdinand of Spain and Christopher

Columbus. The explorer laid stress on the political and reli-

gious aspects of a voyage westward to the treasure lands of

myth and legend. He recalled that the Great Khan had for

two centuries been touched by grace, and that Marco Polo

had occupied himself with establishing diplomatic relations

between the "King of Kings" and the Papacy, but it had not

been possible to effect the liason completely. Columbus

finally stated forcefully that it behooved the monarch to

resume contact with the Asiatic emperor so as to form a

powerful confederation of peoples. There would be a harvest

of souls for the Church of Christ.21

In short, it was the men of the Church, except for a few

cautious theologians, and the Jews who supported Columbus'

cause. The churchmen saw that the success of Columbus and

future explorers would also mean the success of a vast political

20. Ibid.

21. Francisco Lopez de Gomara, La historia de las Indias
(reptint ed., Madrid: Espasa-Calp~e, 1941), fTl, XVII, recto.
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and religious project: the domination of the world under the

symbol of the Spanish Christ. The Jews, all of them recent

forced converts, gave evidence of their Christian feelings by

upholding Columbus and hi's evangelizing enterprise. It was a

fine opportunity to display their zeal, not forgetting that

there was gold at the end of the road.2 2

According to his Journal, when Columbus first landed on

a small island in the West Indies large numbers of natives

assembled to receive the Europeans. This was as he had expected

for these people would be guided to Christianity as had been

foretole. Columbus states that since -he knew that they could

be converted to Catholicism more easily by love than force he

gave to some of them red caps and glass beads
to put around their necks, and many other things of
little value, which gave them great pleasure and made
them so much our friends that it was a marvel to see.

In sum, ey took all, and gave what they had
with good will.

The friendly intercourse that marked the initial contacts

between the Indians and the crews of Columbus' ships was of

short duration. The spirit of goodwill and brotherhood to

those who would be converted did not last. When Columbus

returned in 1493 to the island of Santo Domingo, where he had

built a fortress and left a garrison, he found the fortress

demolished and the garrison destroyed. As far as he was able

22. Ibid.

23. Christopher Columbus, Journals and Other Documents on the
Life and Voyages of Christopher Columbus, ed., Samuel Eliot
Morison (New York~~Heritage Press, 1963), p. 78.
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to learn, the garrison had failed to maintain discipline and

had engaged in plundering and molesting the Indians. Although

it appears that immediate reprisals were not taken against

the Indians, from this time onward the conquest of the West

Indies lost its saintly mein and was characterized by cruelty

24in many instances.

This second stay in the West Indies lasted for three and

a half years, but contact was maintained with Spain. Antonio

de Torres took back to the Catholic Monarchs the news of the

discovery of some gold on the small island of Cibao and the

sub-mission of the Indians. Columbus at this time made known

his great needs for manpower. His special need was for miners

to extract and work the gold. He even considered using slaves,

and suggested trading in them with the homeland. To this

question Ferdinand and Isabella gave a hostile reply. In

Castile it was usual to regard only non-Christian prisoners of

war as slaves. Yet two months later, Torres sent to Spain a

cargo of 500 Indians. They later revolted against Torres,

and he made them prisoners. This was because they were heathens

who rejected Catholic sovereignty. Legal-appearances were

therein saved, and 500 Indians became slaves to the Catholic

Monarchs. There were 500 souls for the Church, too, since they

would be converted. 2 5

24. Ibid., p. 102.

25. Gomara, La historia de Las Indias, fol. XVIII.
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After this second voyage, one of the seamen wrote a vivid

account of the people--not of the wealth--to be found in the

New World in 1495. This indeed, was an admission that strange

peoples were to be found. Thus there was a continuation of

the "beings" mythology. Michael da Cuno, of Savona, wrote

that the natives had an olive complexion such as those found

in the Canary Islands. That in itself was not strange. How-

ever, all of them possessed flat heads, tattooed faces, were

short in stature and as a rule were of "thick skin." The

eating habits of these natives seemed to reopen the world of

fantasy as Cuno described a typical native "menu." According

to this observer

they eat all sort of wild and poisonous beasts
such as reptiles of 15 to 20 pounds each, and when they
meet the biggest ones, they are devoured by them. When-
ever they wish to eat those reptiles they roast them
between two pieces of wool. Likewise they eat snakes,
lizards and spiders as big as chickens.2 6

This type of narrative was to heighten the imagination of

the conquistadors who were to explore Mexico and Peru. Since

these Spaniards in the Indies were the first white men to

document the Indian cultures as they found them, it is no wonder

that Spaniards at home had no alternative but to arrive in the

New World with fantastic preconceptions of inhuman peoples.

26. Michael da Cuna, "Letter on Second Voyage 28 October 1495
to Hieronymo Annari," trans. Luisa Nordio in Journals and Other
Documents on the Life and Voyages of Christopher Columbus, ed.,
Samuel Eli6t Morison (New York: Heitage Press, 1963), p. 209.

-M
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The gold of Cipango, the conversinnocf the.Indians, spices,

pearls, and the teachings of the Bible appeared in the early

decades of the sixteenth century to be no more than a chimera.

For more than twenty years after Columbus discovered America,

the newly revealed lands proved a disappointment; so much had

been promised.

"Their Highnesses 'can see," Columbus wrote to King
Ferdinand and Queen Isabella, "that I shall give them
as much gold as they want . . . slaves, as many as they
shall order and I shall find a thousand other things
of value."27

Anticipated wonders did not at first materialize. The discovery

of a road to the Indies and the alliance with the Great Khan

were not an end but a means. It was a matter of harvesting

legions of converts in strange lands. And as for the gold

which could never surfeit the pouches of the greedy, it could

serve to finance the expeditions that would give the empire

back its grandeur. Even Columbus and his followers seemed

to be obsessed with the idea of the union of the Catholic

Churches in the New World. 28

Christopher Columbus had discovered a world. Amerigo

Vespucci had given it a name. Henceforth, Haiti, Cuba and

the West Indian islands were to be the platforms from which the

conquistadors launched further expeditions into the unknown.

The Spanish in the Indies were about to penetrate toward the

center, north and south of America. The majority of the young

27. Morison, Journals and Other Documents, p. 63.

28. Descola, The Conquistadors, p. 140.
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men only repeated the exploits that others had carried out.

These were the conquistadors, and they were not the best of

men. In the Conquest they showed themselves the worst. Their

excellence was in their toughness; whatever their social origins,

they had to adapt themselves to the special conditions imposed

by men and nature. The souls of the conquistadors were tempered

29like their swords. No weakness; no pity.

The next fifteen years beginning in 1506, the year of

Columbus' death saw a rapid expansion to the northern continent.

Between the death of Columbus and the arrival of Cortels in

Mexico, numerous adventurers stole into the Indies. Juan

Ponce de Leon, a comrade of-Columbus, turned his eyes toward

Borinquen, now Puerto Rico. He obtained the governorship of

the island and there founded the colony of Caparra. His

objective was to find gold as had been foretold by the numerous

tales of the sailors. After a fruitless journey which convinced

him that gold was rare, Ponce de Leon lost his life to the

very Indians whom he sought to avoid. He was not concerned

with the Christianization of the natives and the saving of

souls. 30

Each step forward by the Conquistadors, stumbling and

hazardous though it might be, brought them nearer to an objec-

tive of which they really knew nothing--the eventual development

29. Ibid., p. 228.

30. Gomara, La historia de Las Indias, fol. XIX.
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of a vast colonial empire and the complete submission of the

natives to the Catholic faith. Without awareness, they were

closing in on that gigantic reality that was still but a great

empty space on the maps of the world: America. Like blind

men all they knew was that they were moving forward, that the

path was dangerous, but that fortune lay at its end. 3 1

As previously illustrated, the cross was an ever present

influence during the conquest era. When Hernan Cortes' six

vessels struck out for Mexico they rode under a black velvet

flag, embossed with a red cross encircled by blue and white

flames. This was the banner of the new Captain General, and

it bore this device: "Brothers and comrades, let us follow

the Cross, and if we have true faith in this symbol, we will

conquer." In hoc signo vinces. The same words shone on the

imperial standard of Constantine. Thus Cortes thought to

emphasize the evagelical character of his enterprise. By

proxy he was the representative of the King of Spain. 3 2

When Cortes landed on the island of Cozumel, off the

Yucatan coast, he beheld stone temples with columns ornamented

with crosses. Perhaps these were the vestiges of some distant

Christian influence. He was tempted to think so until the

occasion when he was present at the celebration of the cult.

A priest dressed in black cotton pointed out for their audience's

31. Descola, The Conquistadors, p. 226.

32. Ibid.
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adoration the ponderous idols carved in granite and smeared

with human blood. These were rites that little resembled the

Catholic religion. Cortes ordered that the sacred statues be

pulled down and the blood stained walls and altar be washed.

In its place Cortes had a statue of the Virgin and of the

Infant Jesus set up. A priest, Father Olmedo, celebrated

mass and many of the Indians accepted baptism. It should be

mentioned that those who were unwilling were considered by

the Spaniards as unruly and paid dearly for their obstinacy. 3 3

When Cortes landed at San Juan de Ulua, near modern

Veracruz, again his first concern was to have .an altar erected,

and Father Olmedo immediately celebrated Mass, for this happened

to be Good Friday. Throughout his explorations in Mexico,

Cortes constantly reminded his men that their mission was to

further the doctrines of Christianity as well as to add to

the economic prosperity for Spain. Therefore whenever the

Spaniards came across idols they were destroyed and the

Indians persuaded to join the Catholic faith. By breaking the

idols, Cortes affirmed his mission as propagator of the Faith.3 4

Throughout his endeavor Cortes clung to the idea that by

believing in God and by fighting to convert the heathen, he

would win in the end. One must not forget that at times the

Spanish greed for gold as well as converts became too powerful,

33. Diaz, The Conquest of New Spain, pp. 44-56.

34. Ibid., pp. 166-80.
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and to kill and plunder was a way of freeing themselves from

the anxiety and nervous irritation they felt.3 5

One wonders if Cortes did not have doubts over his role

in the Mexican story--if he remembered the blood that was

spilled, the Indians devoured by dogs, the gold torn from

corpses, and the toiling of Indian slaves. Cortes seems to

have retained from the conquest a spiritual meaning. All the

personages he had been"-captain, chief of the army, explorer,

trafficker in gold reveal the successive faces of, a single

person: the defender of the faith. The victory of which he

was proudest was having planted the cross above Teocallis.

His principal enemy was Huitzilopochtli, the Devil. His master

was not only Charles of Spain, but also Jesus Christ. "Esta

obra que Dios, hizo por mi medio. . ." By this phrase Cortes

defined himself: he had been the instrument of God. He had

brandished the crucifix at the same time as the sword, and he

thought his cause just. 36

It can now be observed that the early explorers such as

Columbus and Cortes truly went to the New World with a dual if

not threefold purpose. Columbus had planned to discover a new

route which would link Europe to the East and lead the way to

mass Christianization. He also hoped to find gold and personal

glory. In addition Columbus was concerned with the nature of

35. Ibid.

36. Descola, The Conquistadors, p. 279.
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the people whom he would meet. Consequently his exploratory

voyages and his reports of them helped to create some of the

misconceptions which came to surround the Americans.

Cortes also went to the New World to further the aim of

Christianity, and although many of his policies were harsh

and at time unjust, he did keep his major objective in mind:

further the cause of his religion. However on Cortes' voyage,

unlike the ones undertaken by Columbus, gold and jewels were

discovered. When the soldiers beheld these treasures they

seemed all too eager to abandon the concept of Indian conver-

sion. Instead like barbaric men deprived of a basic human

need, they fell upon the Indians and tore their golden possessions

from bruised bodies. It seemed that, when Gold was involved,

the virtues of God and Glory were momentarily forgotten.

The events perpetrated by these men were noted by Francisco

Pizarro, who had long experience in the Indies under Diego

Columbus, Balboa, and Pedrarias Davila. He was the type of

man who changed his "patron" according to circumstances or

his immediate interests. A faithful collaborator when it was

to his benefit he did not hesitate at a contrary wind of fortune

to leave his master of the moment or even to betray him. Nunez

de Balboa had been his chief and companion, but Pizarro did

not falter in arresting and handing him over to the executioner.

Among the conquistadors he was one of the hardiest and most

evil. Both Columbus and Cortes were men of a religious mein

who possessed some feeling and interest in promoting the
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interests of the Church as well as those of the Crown and self.

Much the same is true of Pizarro but there was not a. soft

spot in a heart that beat strongest for gold.

It is the actual conquest of Peru under Pizarro and

Almagro that must now be analyzed in the light of Iberian

traditions. In focusing on highlights of the campaign and the

tactics employed by Pizarro's band, a better defined picture

of the European view of the Inca world can be presented.

The chroniclers play an important role here is stressing that

conflict of interest so inherent in the conquest era.



CHAPTER II

INTERPRETING THE CONQUEST: AN OVERVIEW

Spain launched her assult on the American continents from

bases in the West Indies. By 1525 she had explored the Gulf

and Carribean coasts and occupied Mexico and Central America.

Far to the south, beyond the Isthmus of Panama, stretched

another unexplored realm--Peru. In some ways the Inca Empire,

shortly to be discovered by Pizarro, was more remarkable than

Mexico. Its ruler was a living god, a descendant of the sun.

His power was absolute for 2,500 miles along the towering

range of the Andes from southern Colombia to central Chile.1

In the 1500's Peru was among the world's best governed

countries. Well-built roads traversed the steep mountains

and suspension bridges crossed the gorges. A message service

of trained relay runners kept Cuzco in touch with all parts

of the empire. Irrigation canals and other skilled engineering

works such as agricultural terraces ensured plenty of food.

The most humble Peruvian citizen had his duties and rights,

paying taxes to the state in the form of his own labor.2

It was into this empire of the sun that Pizarro and his

band entered. In order to evaluate the unique experience of

1. Pedro Cieza de Leon, Prima parte de la cronica del Peru,
trans., C. R. Markham (London: The HaTku Tt Society, 1964),
ser 1, vol. 33, ch. III.

2. Ibid.

21
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the conquistadors in their struggle for political and social

domination in Peru, it is necessary first to investigate the

lifestyles of the expedition's leaders. Pizarro, the discoverer,

conqueror, and first governor of Peru, presents a challenge

to the interpreters of his life. Francisco Pizarro is hidden

by his taciturnity and illiteracy: his pattern of behavior is

complex, not totally shaped by any one ideal or force. An

ill-conceived legend, starting among such hostile sixteenth

century contemporaries as Oviedo and Gomara, and reaching its

fullest expression in the nineteenth century with Prescott,

converted Pizarro into a swineherd in his childhood and a

humble ignorant old man by the time of the conquest. 3

By his own statement Pizarro arrived in the Indies in

1502 in the fleet of Governor Ovando of Hispaniola. By the

time he joined Alonso de Ojeda's expedition to the Gulf of

Uraba in 1509, he was already a leader. After a short time

in Uraba, Ojeda returned to Santo Domingo, ostensibly for

reinforcements, and made Pizarro his lieutenant to take charge

of all those remaining. It is in this role that Pizarro first

4
appears in the chrofiicles of the Spanish Conquest. The

3. Francisco de Lopez de Gomara, Hispania Victrix, Primera
y segunda parte de la Historia General de Las Indias (1552:
reprint ed., Madrid:7Espasa-Calpe, 1941), p. 245. See also
William H. Prescott, History of the Conquest of Peru (New> York:
The Modern Library, n. d.), pp. 834-36. and Gonzalo Fernandez
Oviedo, Historia general y natural de las Indias, ed., Juan
Perez de Tudela 5 vols. (Madrid: Biblioteca Colonial American,
1959), III: 344, V: 32-3.

4. Pedro Pizarro, Relacion del descubrimiento y conquista de
los reinos del Peru", Crd-nicas del Perd, Juan Perez de Tudela,
ed., vol. V7(Madrid: Biblioteca Colonial American, 1963-65),
pp. 210-11, 224-25.
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situation was uncannily like what he would later face in the

discovery of Peru. Then he would again work his way along

a heavily overgrown tropical coast, enduring in the face of

storms, hunger and onslaughts from the Indians.

After the arrival of Governor Pedrarias deDAvila in the

isthmus of Panama in 1514, Pizarro played the role of second

in command in several expeditions. From time to time Pizarro

even led expeditions himself, though they were never large or

lucrative.

One of Pizarro's most meaningful missions was to arrest

Nunez de Balboa in the name of Pedrarias. In this act there

was an unconscious symbolism. Often the man who seized a

rebel or criminal was rewarded with his encomienda, property

or command. In a way, the enterprise of the discovery and

conquest of Peru devolved from Balboa onto Pizarro.6

When Panama was founded on the south coast in 1519 as

the principal city for the Isthmus area, Pizarro was a pro-

minent citizen, council member, and one of the largest encomen-

deros. What his position was by then can be seen from records

of the detailed inquiries Pedrarias made into the background

and experience of Panama's encomenderos in 1519 and 1522. Only

a few captains and prominent men were allowed to stand on the

position they had won in the Indies. Pizarro was one of these

7
men.

5. Ibid. 6. Oviedo, Historia, 11:379.

7. Ibid.
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By 1523-24 when the organization of the Peru expedition

entered its initial stages, Pizarro was senior in the Indies

to almost anyone else then in Panama and had commanded men on

the mainland longer than any other Spaniard in the New World.

His relatively large encomienda, added to the smaller one of

his junior partner and business manager, Diego de Almagro,

gave him a source of supplies and financial credit for the

organization of expeditions. Thus Pizarro, more than any other

man in Panama, was suited to undertake one of the most impor-

tant ventures in the conquest era.8

The title of captain, with military command and direction

of the whole enterprise, went to Francisco Pizarro and to him

alone--not to a three man junta composed of Pizarro, Almagro

and Luque. Financial support was to be given by these three

and supposedly .by Governor Pedrarias as well; all parties

were to share in the profits. Even at this state the enter-

prise was principally Pizarro's.

The relationship between the three partners bears examin-

ation. It was probably not an equal partnership since the

tripartite company pact of 1526 has not been proved authentic.

Rolando Mellafe believed the contract impossible because Pizarro

was absent from Panama and in Chochama at the time it was

allegedly signed (March 10, 1526), but this cannot be proved

8. Gomara, Historia General, p. 300.

9. Agustin de Zarate, The Discovery and Conquest of Peru, trans.,
J. H. Cohen (Hammondsworth, England: Penguin Press, 1968), pp.
47-48.
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conclusively. Though Pizarro was indeed avoiding Panama during

these months, and is specifically reported in Chochama no more

than two weeks, before the contract date, the voyage from Chochama

could have beenmade quickly in a canoe. This can only be a

contributing argument. 10

Raul Porras and Mellafe objected that the contract, in

speaking of the "reino del Peru," goes beyond the usage of

1526 and betrays an origin at the earliest at a time subse-

quent to 1530. They appear to be right, but the argument is

not as strong as they imagined. Without going into the details

of the evolution of the word "Peru" dealt with by Porras, it

can now be asserted that "Peru" was being used in specific

connection with the discoveries of Pizarro and Almagro earlier

than Porras and Mellafe thought it had been. Gongora has

published a document of 1525 referring to "Captain Francisco

and the men with him on the coast of Peru and its provinces."

Only the use of the word "realm" is left as clearly .anachron-

istic in a document of 1526.

Another of the contract's unauthentic traits has escaped

notice until recently. The document depicts Francisco Pizarro

declining to sign on the ground that he could not. Now it is

true that Pizarro in his whole life never learned to sign his

10. Rolando Mellafe, "Descubrimiento del Peru," in Diego de
Almagro by Rolando Mellafe and Sergio Villalobos (Santiago de
Chile: Imprenta del Ferrocaril, 1954), pp. 46-47.

11. Raul Porras Barrenchea, "El Nombre del Peru," Mar del Sur
6, no. 18 (1951): 26.
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name, but by the early 1520's he was making a rubric. All

known documents issued by him from then until his death con-

tain that rubric, along with the statement that Pizarro signed.1 2

The earliest known example is from 1522.13 Pizarro also signed

the authentic capitulation with Governor Pedrarias Davila in

May, 1524.

That very document is one of the weightiest pieces of

evidence known tending to demonstrate that Luque was never

involved with Pizarro and Almagro as an equal partner, any

more than the various other people who collaborated in the

venture at some time or other.15 The agreement provided that

Pedrarias was to pay.one-fourth of the cost of ships, the other

three parties paying the remaining three-fourths, with freight-

ing profits to be divided in the same proportion. The internal

division among the three is not made explicit. The document

treats Pizarro as the principal partner, mentions his invest-

ments alone, and provides that he could not be removed from

.16
captaincy.

12. Jose Toribio de Medina, El Descubrimiento del Oceano
Pacifico 2 vols. (Santiago de Chile: Centro de Histria Colonial,
1964), 11:275-77.

13. Ibid.

14. Mario Gongora, Los grupos de conquistadores en Tierra
Firme, 1509-1530 (Santiago de CHTle: Centro de Historia Colonial,

pp. 132-33.

15. Ibid., p. 73.

16. Raul Porras Barrenchea, Cronicas perdidas, presuntas y
olvidades sobre la conquista del Perii (Lima: Editorial Lumen,

19 1 ,p. 24.
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The Pizarro-Almagro alliance was itself not equal.

Pizarro had lineage and seniority and for a decade and a half

had borne a captain's title. Almagro had no known family; he

arrived in the area with Pedrarias, at a time when Pizarro had

been in the Indies twelve years. He was never a captain until

he became one in the Peruvian enterprise itself. In the

beginning Almagro was little more than Pizarro's man, and as

such he managed the adjoining encomiendas the two held in

the Panama district. 1 7

Pizarro had not the slightest capacity in business matters,

whereas managing affairs was Almagro's speciality. He became

a splendid organizer of expeditions and acquirer of credit.

Pizarro was a forbidding man, and for recruiting he relied on

Almagro who had more spontaneity and liberality.18 In the

whole p're-Cajamarca phase of the conquest, Pizarro would have

been lost without Almagro. Pizarro knew this well, and by all'

accounts he valued Almagro's contribution. Yet he could never

learn to look upon him as anything but a subordinate. His

narrow conception was that the Peru enterprise and later Peru

itself were his alone, and that all honors and titles should go

to him, after which he would share wealth and even power with

his trusted subordinates. Almagro, of course, could not

17. Pedro Pizarro, Relacion, V:171.

18. Diego de Trujillo, Relacion del descubrimiento del reino
del Peru, ed., Raul Porras Barrenchea (Seville: EscueaJ de
Estudios Hispano-Americanos, 1948), p. 50.
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reconcile himself to such a role, particularly after the organi-

zational aspects of the expedition became more important, and

the differences between the two in seniority evened out.1 9

There is no point in tracing here Pizarro's further career

which was almost identical with the early history of Peru: the

struggle for the right to make an expedition; the trip to the

Spanish court in 1529 and Pizarro's subsequent appointment as

governor; the conquest itself; the founding of Spanish cities

and the reorganization of the country; the civil strife; and

Pizarro's assasination in Lima in 1541, after nine years of

governing. It will be well to discuss a few threads in Pizarro's

activity in Peru, as affected by the background already des-

cribed. Three things worked strongly on Pizarro: his experience

on the Isthmus; the plebian side of his background; and the

complex of family, religion, and region under the heading

"Trujillo." The first two often reinforced each other for the

entire Isthmian phase of the Spanish occupation had a decided

maritime-plebian cast.2 0

The Iberians had a special tradition of campaigns and

raids which resulted in the same characteristic type of

expedition, under such names as -entrada, cabalgada and con-

quista. Within this scheme there were variations; practices

were adapted to the individual region for the purpose of

19. Ibid.

20. Raul Porras Barrenchea, "Las Conferencias del Dr. Raul
Porras Barrenchea sobre el conquistador del Peru," Documenta
I (1948): 159-74.
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the moment. In particular, an evolution took place as Spanish

expansion made the transition from its Caribbean phase to

the conquest of the great mainland populations.2 1

This development consisted in the shift from an opera-

tion patterned on a commercial company, with a few employer-

investors and a mass of employees, toward a company of

conquerors, each .one outfitting himself and later receiving

a share of the gain, rather than wages.22 In other words,

there was an evolution away from the Italian commercial

model instituted in the Caribbean by Columbus and other

Genoese, toward a warlike company of men in the tradition of

the Spanish Reconquest.2 3

The expeditions organized by Pizarro and Almagro to

explore south and east from Panama, starting in 1524, not

only were in this general tradition, but were an outstanding

example of all the tendencies. To take just one of the

contemporary descriptions and complaints, Licenciado Castaineda

wrote in Nicaragua in 1529 that 200 men had died of hunger,

disease and bad treatment in Pizarro's and Almagro's expedi-

tions. In apparent reference to Peru, he said that those

who equip expeditions do so ungenerously, and subjugate the

men mercilessly once they are in the new country. At the

time of setting out they lend the members money with their

21. Gongora, Grupos, p. 58. 22. Ibid.

23. Ibid.
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shares as security, "then hold this over their heads till

they dare not speak." All the profit goes to the outfitters.2 4

In the compania an organization emerges which was at the

expedition's heart, the corps of retainers who had been

directly hired by the Pizarros, owing them unconditional

loyalty and obedience. Since they functioned also as free

members of the band, the governor could put them in all

sorts of responsible positions and act autocratically while

25preserving appearances.

A final element of great importance in the expedition's

organization was the plurity and miscellaneity of its origin.

The two contingents from Nicaragua were expeditions in them-

selves, organized much like the larger one. Soto had his own

retainers, as did Pedro de Torres. Each new group almost

inevitably became a unit to be sent on missions, under the

captaincy of Benalcazar or Soto. These two leaders could

not be constrained from acting with a certain independence

26and serious conflicts arose.

Thus there were two countervailing, well-matched forces

in evidence in the expedition. Through organization and

24. Raul Porras Barrenchea, ed., Cartas del Peru, 1524-1543
(Lima: Sociedad de Bibliofilos Peruanos, 1959), p. 67.

25. Francisco de Jerez, Verdadera relacion de la conquista
del Peru y provincia del Cuzco, Ilamada Nueva Castilla, in
Historiadores primitivos e Indias, ed., Enrique de Vedia,
vol II (Madrid: Tipografia de J. C. Garcia, 1946-47), p. 325.

26. Cristobal de Mena, La conquista del Peru, in Las relaciones
primitivas de las conquista del Peru', ed., Raul Porras Barren-
chea (Paris: Imprimeries Les Presses Modernes, 1937), pp. 79-101.
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leadership, the Pizarros moved toward a total dominance. On

the other side, the ordinary expedition members carried

much weight because their persons, experience and equipment

were the sine qua non of the conquest.2 7

The events of Cajamarca meant much less to Pizarro than

to most of the others. To him many of the men were upstarts,

and their quick victory less deserving of reward than the

long years of struggle along the jungle coasts from Panama

southward, undertaken by Pizarro. By the laws of reality

Peru had to be given to the men who conquered it. But Pizarro

preferred his old companions from the Isthmus and the time

of discovery. Whenever he could, the conquistador gave

them important temporary posts, such as alcalde or lieuten-

ant governor, and eventually he found encomiendas for most

of them. 2 8

In Pizarro's eyes, the merit of such services was so

great that kings and governors had a binding obligation to

reward them. It seems to be true that, as the chroniclers

claim, Pizarro had a generally respectful attitude toward

the Spanish Crown; but when he felt there was any threat to

his governing of all Peru, he came near to disrespect. He

told the King that since he had won Peru he deserved to keep

it; "as first discoverer and settler and sustainer, Your

27. Ibid., p. 104.

28. Zarate, The Discovery and Conquest of Peru, p. 97.
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Majesty as grateful lord has the obligation to give me the

reward that is owed me." 2 9  The Indies morality of the first-

there-gets-everything was so strong in Pizarro that he could

not believe the King meant to award southern Peru to some-

one else.

From an early time Pizarro identified himself deeply

and permanently with the Peruvian venture, not just for

treasure, but as governor of Peru. When Pizarro and the

"Thirteen" were reconnoitering the central Peruvian coast in

1528, seeing riches everywhere, Cieza de Leon reports that

Pizarro could not contain himself for impatience to return

with more Spaniards and govern the country.30 From the moment

the expedition of conquest left Panama in 1531, Pizarro was

called the "Governor," to the practical exclusion of his

other titles of adlantado and captain general. Only in his

final years did Pizarro's title of marques supersede that of

31
governor.

Pizarro's personal aspects evolved into national ones

as he perceived his twofold duty--carry out his own desires

and those of the Crown in Spain. His strong personal inter-

est in improving the country has been seen. The conquistador's

personal concern for ruling everything and perpetuating his

position for his descendants was a strong force in maintaining

29. Porras Barrenchea, Cartas del Peru, pp. 400-03.

30. Cieza de Leon, Primera parte de la cronica del Peru,
pp. 106-10.

31. Ibid.
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the integrity of what was to be the Peruvian viceroyalty.

Pizarro sought and achieved permanence in all his city

foundations and jurisdictional arrangements.3 2

Pizarro was convinced, beyond the power of logic to

dissuade him, that he alone had conquered Peru. He knew as

well as anyone that he had first to await Soto's men and

later Almagro's before he dared to proceed to complete the

conquest. Surely he must have realized that it was the

combination of European skills and weapons, brought together

in a whole group of Spaniards, that was the decisive force.

The difference between 1528 and 1532 was in the numbers of

Spaniards, not in.Pizarro. Moreover, beyond the one act

of seizing Atahualpa, whom he was to replace, Pizarro did

little in the campaign of 1532-33. Soto and others took all

the dangerous missions. On the way south from Cajamarca to

Cuzco, both Soto and Almagro rode ahead and did most of the

33fighting.

While the conqueror's backgrounds and life patterns

have broad significance, their internal organization repre-

sents a passing phase for the. special set of practices sur-

rounding expeditions and spoils was abandoned once the conquest

was over. What began as an expedition grew into the

32. Miguel de Estete, Relacion de !a conquista del Peru,
ed., Carlos M. Larrea (Lima: San Marti y ca., 1924), p. 29.

33. Gomara, Historia General, pp. 188-89.
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administration of a country. Impulses arising from internal

rivalries of the Peruvian conquerors affected and almost

dictated the timing and manner of the conquest in other

areas. The factionalism so evident was a Hispanic and

Mediterranean trait that had prevailed and would project into

the future.3 4

The first major rupture of the power relationships

already sketched came over the shares which individuals

received in the treasure of Cajamarca. There is no better

measure of the actual leverage of any one man on the expe-

dition, nor of the general balance of power. What was distri-

buted has often been refered to an Atahualpa's ransom, and

that was the bulk of it perhaps; but the clerks described

it in more inclusive terms as everything "that had been taken

on the way from the city of San Miguel to the two of Cajamarca,

and what was taken in the capture of Atahualpa, and what

Chief Atahualpa himself gave to the Spaniards."35 The great-

est political power play involved in the whole process of

distribution appeared only indirectly in the documents

themselves.

The whole profit of the Peru expedition from September,

1532 through July, 1533--the first important accruing since

early in 1531--was awarded only to the men who happened to be

34. Estete, Relacion de la conquista del Peru, p. 62.

35. Rafael Loredo, Los Repartos: bocetos para la nueva
historia del Peru (Lima: Gil, s. a., impresores~~918), p. 72.
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present when Atahualpa was captured. Alamgro's men were on

the spot, numerous and well-equipped, but they had only

arrived in April, 1533, having done no fighting. It was

possible to convince them that they had no right to what

others had won, particularly in view of the further treasure

to be expected in the immediate future. This was the one

issue on which the whole body of Cajamarca stood united.

The deprived groups received token payments as a small gesture

of conciliation. That this was a matter of expediency and

politics rather than pure custom can be seen in the fact that,

a little later, those staying in Jauja and returningto Piura

received shares from the conquest of Cuzco. They would not

otherwise agree to stay behind. 36

It has already been seen that rivalry, factionalism and

cutthroat competition show up wherever one-examines the

expedition's operation. In truth, the Spaniard's appeared

more actively concerned with internal rivalries than with the

Incas, probably because the Spaniards considered their

compatriots the greater threat to their life and more impor-

tantly their prosperity. This strong tendency of the Spanish

conquerors has drawn much attention, but one must remember

that the Incas also place great importance on their internal

conflicts while neglecting external enemies, and at much

greater hazard to themselves. The mere fact of constant

36. Ibid., p. 74.
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mistrust and competion shows little about the conquerors- -

except that they were human. It is more important to

recognize the rationale and consequences of these rivalries.3 7

Serious political conflicts first broke out in 1531

in the form of competition for captaincies. During the con-

quest era a captain's title had unparalleled prestige. Even

more to the point it meant an increased share of the profits,

and some years as a subsidiary captain were usually pre-

requisite to becoming a leader of expeditions of one's own.

As Oviedo said, "One of the principle assets or instruments

of gain is the name of captain." 3 8

Pizarro was faced with the problem of reconciling the

claims of three groups; his brothers; the senior men and the

expedition as it left Panama; and the later additions, Benal-

cazar and Soto. One might think it a sheer impossibility

to create several captaincies in a body of men that. never

numbered much above 200. Ever since the Central American

phase, if not earlier, the Spaniards had been accustomed to

having several captains in small .groups. A captain's title

was not a rank in a hierarchy and did not imply a squadron

of any given size. Rather, the word meant "leader," someone

who could act independently and take responsibility.3 9

37. Oviedo, Historia General, 111:208.

38. Ibid.

39. Mena, La conquista del Peru, p. 98.
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Within a short period, the Pizarros managed to eject

all other leaders among the men of Cajamarca who threatened

independence, belonged to other factions, or merely stood

in the way of the advancement of themselves. As the cam-

paign proceeded, new men came into captaincies; they were

either of the Trujillo faction, like Juan Pizarro and Diego

de Aguero, or those who were prepared to operate within a

framework of Pizarro's dominance like Juan de Morgovejo. The

ejections were not forceful, nor even abrupt, but a subtle

push-and-pull action, exercised mainly through the distribu-

tion of shares of treasure. Those shares were small enough

to arouse a sense of injustice among the men affected, implying

that they would find little favor in the future. At the same

time the amounts were large enough to enable those leaving to

achieve their aims outside Peru: for Mena and Salcedo, to go

to Spain; for Soto and Benalcazar, to conquer new areas. 4 0

Slave raiding in the Caribbean, spoils-seeking in Central

America, and the great conquests are all in the same line of

development. In the evolution of Spanish-American expedi-

tionary enterprise from the investor dominated commercial

company toward a band of men winning shares, the Peru venture

had gone far toward the latter, not only formally, but in

the diversification of investment and the plurality of inde-

pendent interests. Another view is that the Pizarros were

40. Ibid., p. 106.
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strong in organization and in the number in their faction.

Gradually they expelled or destroyed all prominent indivi-

duals who could challenge them. The whole organizational-

political aspect of the expedition and its aftermath was

characterized by this struggle between Pizarro-Trujillo

dominance and the self assertion of the body of men, with the

41result long inconclusive.

Through all the maneuverings and battles, most of the

men acted on a realistic assessment of their own self-inter-

est. Their factions rested on ties of common region and

common experience. That the men of Cajamarca were closely

akin to the conquerors of other parts of South America is

past all doubting. They operated within a whole network

of well-formed Indies traditions with which they were all

familiar. Many of the conquistadors had previous experience

in the campaigns against Nicaragua and Panama. In their

ideals they were strongly Spanish; in their social and

regional origin they closely paralleled the general stream

of Spanish immigration in the early and middle sixteenth

century.

All of the events of the conquest have been evaluated

and related by the chroniclers and numerous eyewitnesses at

the time of Cajamarca. They are quick to point out that when

41. James Lockhart, The Men of Cajamarca (Austin, Texas:
Institute of Latin American Studies, 1972), p. 89.
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Atahualpa died the Inca empire went with him. It quickly

shattered into helpless fragments, most of which passively

accepted Spanish control. With no absolute monarch to issue

commands, the elaborate machinery of the Peruvian state ceased

to function. Its lesser officials, trained to carry out

orders instead of issuing; them, were incapable of taking

over and banding together against the Spaniards, and there

was no popular will to resist the invaders. To the Peruvian

commoners the Spaniards seemed merely a new class of rulers,

just as remote and probably no worse than the Inca and his

nobility. Near Cuzco, in the Inca heartland, stubborn

resistance eventually developed, but it came far too late

42to prevent the conquest.

By far one of the most intelligent observers of the

reduction of Peru was Francisco de Jerez, the official secre-

tary to Pizarro., who wrote his account of the initial steps

of the conquest, on the spot, by order of his master. Jerez

had sailed from San Lucar with Pizarro in January, 1530, and

was with the conqueror on his voyage and on his march along

the Peruvian coast and across the Andes. This secretary

was an eyewitness to the events at Cajamarca down to the

execution of the Inca Atahualpa. After returning to Spain

with the first installemnts of gold, Jerez had his narrative

published in Seville in 1534.4

42. Ibid.

43. Jerez, Verdadera relacion de la conquista del Peru,
p. 245.
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As the account of an acute witness., this history of the

conquest is exceedingly interesting. In Jerez there is a

freshness and reality which no other published account of

the conquest can impart. Jerez gave much increased value

to his work by embodying in it the report of Miguel Estete

who was a treasurer and recorder and another eyewitness to

the expedition to the famous temple of Pachacamac.44

In his work Jerez described the ambivalent attitude

taken by Pizarro during the expedition to Cajamarca. He

vividly related tales of how the conquerors destroyed Indian

villages, killing all inhabitants until gold and riches were

brought forth. This chronicler argued that Pizarro was a

crafty man, interested more in filling his pockets with

gold than in promoting friendly diplomatic relations in the

name of the King. Before journeying to Cajamarca Pizarro

took an Indian who was to act as messenger to speak to

Atahualpa. This Indian was to ascertain whether or not

Atahualpa had an army in the mountains. Pizarro at that time

said:

And if there is an army in the mountains as is reported
here, send me warning by one of the Indians who will
go with you. And when you speak with Atahuallpa [sic]
and his people; Tell them how well I and my fellow
Christians treat those caciques who are friendly to
us. Say that we only make war on those who attack us,
and that you are telling the whole truth, according
to what you have seen. Tell Atajuallpa that if he
received us kindly I will b 5 a friend and brother to
him and aid him in his war.

45. Ibid., p. 278.44. Ibid.
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Neither Agustin de Zarate nor Pedro Cieza de Leon brought

out this devious side of Pizarro's character.

As previously mentioned Jerez includes information in

his Conquest of Peru and the Province of Cuzco which was

gathered by Miguel Estete. Estete had been trained as a

notary and was a treasury official. He had come to Peru

under Hernando de Soto and went on most of the hazardous

missions of the campaign. Just after Cajamarca, Hernando

Pizarro went to the coastal temple of Pachacamac to gather

46treasure, and Estete went along as recorder.

This account is interesting because Estete deals fre-

quently with the religious aspects of the conquest in an

effort to demonstrate that the Spaniards were concerned with

Christian doctrine. In the town of Pachacamac Estete related

the story of how Pizarro's men, in search of gold in a

temple, erroneouswi-y referred to as a. mosque found a dirty

wooden idol. This idol was guarding gold which was piled

up in little offerings to him. Since the temple was sacred,

the Incas refused to allow the Spaniards to enter. These

Incas believed that the little idol was their God and that

he could destroy them if they did not serve him sell. Angrily

Captain Hernando Pizarro ordered that the gold be removed

from the vault and the idol destroyed. In order to demon-

strate to the Indians that their religion wa powerless and

46. Estete, Relacion de la conquista, p. 57.
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based on myth, the idol was to be smashed before the villagers.

Finally the conquistador instructed the Indians in various

aspects of the Catholic religion and taught them the sign

of the cross so that they could defend themselves against

the Devil.4 7

References to the idols and their worship by the Incas

were also found in Juan de Samano's vivid description of

the Indians encountered by .Pizarro and Almagro along the

Peruvian coast. This former secretary to Charles V was

particularly concerned with the physical aspects of the

Inca's culture. Numerous descriptions and references are

made in his study to the bark footlets and fiber tunics worn

by some of the Inca women. These coastal Indians also had

great storehouses of gold which they used only when making

offerings to their idols. According to Samano these Incas,

though physically resembling the tribes of Panama, held far

more esteen for riches. Some of Pizarro's men, hoping to

help thenselves to the golden treasure offered the Indians

trinkets in return. Suspecting the Christians of some evil

doing the Indians guarded their gold closely and gave only a

few figurines and ornaments to the soldiers. Pizarro then

dispatched Bartolome Ruiz and Quintero with two ships--one

to Nicaragua and one to Panama, carrying these gifts in the

47. Ibid.

..I
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hope that more adventurers- might be attracted to the New

World, specifically to Peru.4 8

A letter of Hernando Pizarro to the Royal Audienca of

Santo Domingo, which was written when the conquistador was

on his way to Spain with the King's share of the spoils, also

covered the same ground as the reports of Jerez and Estete.

It is particularly valuable since it contains the observations

of the man of highest rank in the expedition who could write,

and it depicts slight variations from the numerous accounts

of the chroniclers.4 9

One odious peculiarity of Hernando Pizarro, which becomes

more .explicit in his writing, was that he habitually tortured

the Indians when he wished to obtain information from them.

Yet on the three occasions in which he mentioned having applied

torture he was repeatedly told lies. One would have thought

so acute an observer would have discovered that this was an

extremely inefficient method of conducting intelligence

so
operations.

Another eyewitness to the conquest of Peru was Diego de

Trujillo from Extremadura, who had joined Francisco Pizarro

in 1529. In Peru he was a close and trusted follower of the

48. Juan de Samano, "Relacion,de los primeros descubrimientos
de Pizarro y Almagro," Coleccion de documentos ineditos para
la Historia de Espana (Madrid: Imprenta de la viuda de Calero,
1842), vol V: 193-201.

49. Hernando Pizarro, "Letter to Oidores of Santo Domingo,
Panama 23 November 1533,'' trans., C. R. Markham in Reports on
the Discovery of Peru (London: The Hakluyt Society, 1872), lier.,
vol. 42, pp. 113-27.

50. Ibid.
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Pizarros, in the manner of a henchman. One comrade said of

Trujillo that "wherever he might be, he would do whatever

Hernando Pizarro ordered him." 5 1 After the conquest he left

Peru to return to Spain with numerous others.

Even though Trujillo was illiterate he was an inveterate

teller of anecdotes and came to the attention of Viceroy

Toledo in 1571. The viceroy caused Trujillo's memories to

be set down in writing, and thus it was that he came to

figure among the chroniclers of the conquest. Dictated

rather than written, his account shows an untutored mind,

manly and direct, unconcerned with larger issues, able to

see and depict what he experienced in vivid anecdotal

fashion. 52

Trujillo believed that most of Pizarro's band did not

at once rush to join the expedition for the purpose of

furthering the interests of the Crown. In fact this chronicler

saw most of the men who had been recruited for the expedi-

tion as nervous and concerned with their existence in a

strange land. In one segment of his work Trujillo told how

the men arrived at the small village of Cancevi in hopes of

securing supplies, but the huts of the Indians were empty

and the land waterless. "We captured one Indian," says

Trujillo, "but had no way of understanding him or he us.

51. Estete, Relacion de la conquista, p. 102.

52. Trujillo, Relacion, p. 64.
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We took him to camp, and he told us by signs where there

was food, and now all that we wanted was to find food and be

gone from this god-forsaken land." 5 3

This chronicler is particularly interesting in his

narration since his contributions to the literature of

various incidents are frequently more complete than those of

Jerez, Pedro Pizarro, or Estete. In numerous aspects of his

account Trujillo depicts the conquistador replete with vices.

In Caxas, Trujillo said, that there were great buildings for

women called mamaconas.- This town was under Atahualpa's

jurisdiction and was guarded by more than 2,000 Indians.

Captain Soto, the unit commander, gave the Spaniards instruc-

tions for peace, However, according to Trujillo "the closed

forts of virgins of the Sun incited his covetous soldiers

to desire for what was forbidden." 5 4 Consequently Soto had

to give way to his soldiers so he ordered the women to be

taken to the square. Here they were divided among the

Spaniards. A soldier of Atahualpa warned Soto of the grave-

ness of their undertaking and the Spaniards were ordered by

Pizarro to leave quietly.5 5

There are few original notes by Trujillo on the person-

ality of Atahualpa, his confinement in prison, his offer of

ransom, or his death. His story on this segment of the

conquest generally follows that of Jerez. With regard to

54. Ibid. 55. Ibid.53. Ib i'd.
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the conspiracy, alleged to be Atahualpa's undertaking,

Trujillo stated that it was invented by the Xaujas Indians

who were enemies of Atahualpa.

In Trujillo's work -the death of Atahualpa appeared as

a work of the Royal Officials in Spain and as against the

wishes of Governor Pizarro. It is necessary to remember

again that Trujillo was a close friend of the Pizarros. It

is curious that Estete, Mena, and Pedro Pizarro seem to

agree with this opinion. Trujillo insisted that the offi-

cials of the King required the governor to kill Atahualpa

because if he lived the "King could lose a great deal of

money and such a bellicose Indian must be killed."56 No

mention is made here of the factionalism and interplay of

the Almagrist and Pizarro forces and of the effect that may

have produced.

Throughout the conquest of Peru there is probably no

more familiar figure than Fray Vincente de Valverde, who

held the famous parley with Atahualpa just before the

Spanish onslaught. Valverde played a central role in the

initial steps of the conquest, especially in the capture of

the Inca and in taking possession of Cuzco where the first

bishopric was to be. The figure of Valverde was not discussed

by the chroniclers as much as by nineteenth century historians.

56. Ibid., p. 92.

. I
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Men like Prescott, Quintana, and Mendiburu have anathema-

tized him as representing a type of fanaticism.7

It is noteworthy that Fray Valverde was by all odds the

best educated of the men at Cajamarca--the only one known to

have gone beyond the informal schooling given notaries and

hidalgos. Yet his name is the only one missing on the Caja-

marca role, for among participants he alone received no

share of the treasure. It is quite indicative of the differ-

ence between regular and secular clergy, the priest Juan

de Sosa, did receive a share, though he pas not actually

58
present.

The capitulation between Pizarro and the Crown in 1529

provided that six Dominicans should accompany the Peru expe-

dition. Of the six friars who left Spain with Pizarro,

only Fray Vicente reached central Peru: two died and the

others gave up. Before long, Valverde was the chief

ecclesiastic of the expedition, cast in a pseudo-episcopal

role. Though it is doubtful that he exercised great influ-

ence on decision making, Fray Valverde was regularly a part

of Pizarro's high council, along with the royal treasury

officials, whether the matter at hand was the founding of a

city or the execution of the Inca emperor.5 9

57. Prescott, History of the Conquest of Peru, p. 625; See
Jerez, Verdadera relacion, 11:332.

58. Pedro Pizarro, Relacion, V:178, 185.

59. Porras Barrenchea, Cartas, p. 80; Oviedo, Historia, V:92.
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It was natural, then, that Fray Valverde, rather than

the secular priest Juan de Sosa, should accompany the expe-

dition in its climactic phase, the march to Cajamarca and

the encounter with Atahualpa. That encounter itself is so

overlaid with myth and polemic that unequivocal statements

on the subject become nearly impossible to make. It appears

that the purposes of Valverde's interview with the Inca were

twofold: to fulfill the conditions of just war as provided

in the requirement, and more immediately, to entice Atahualpa

into Pizarro's power if possible.6 0

Not only have the words' of Valverde and Atahualpa been

reported in several different versions, they were in all

probability not understood by the.distant onlookers at the

time. It is certain that Fray Valverde gave Atahualpa a

vreviary. Atahualpa hurled it down and rose in his litter,

whereupon Fray Valverde returned to the Spaniards. Their

shouts, whatever their actual content, were interpreted by

the Spaniards as an exhortation to begin the attack as already

61planned.

Several contemporaries praised Valverde's blameless

.A)
life: Licenciado Gaspar de Espinosa said he was "without

covetousness for temporal things."62 This judgment is

60. Raul Porras Barrenchea, "Dos documentos esenciales,"
Revista Historica 17 (1948):90.

61. /Trujillo, Relacion, pp. 107-09; Mena, La conquista del
Peru, pp. 85-86.~~~

62. ,Cristobal de Gangotenay Jijon, El licenciado Caspar de
Espinosa (Quinto, Ecuador: Tipograffay en cuadernacion Salesianas,
1923), p. 3.

.I
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essentially correct, but this does not mean that Valverde

refrained from practices condoned by all Spaniards. Though

he received no formal share at Cajamarca, he must have been

given something for sustenance and his trip to Spain. Pizarro

granted him an ecomienda in Cuzco and another one near Lima

for his personal service. As was standard practice, he

hired a steward and an accountant for his estate, but this

estate did not make him rich.63

Another important aspect of the conquest and one which

blends in with the ideology behind the various undertakings

is the extent to which the men were considered "soldiers."

This term has been the main category used to describe the

Spanish conquerors for the last 400 years, though there are

numerous misconceptions. The men of Cajamarca were no more

professional soldiers than the general body of immigrants

which came to Peru in the first thirty years after the

conquest. Just as the conquest and settlement were one

process, conquerors and later settler were of the same type

when not actually the same individuals. All men were fighters,

but being a soldier did not distinguish any one group from

another. The whole soldier-civilian contrast so familiar to

the twentieth century was invalid in sixteenth century Spanish

64America.

63. Bernabe Cobo, Obras del P. Bernabe Cobo., ed., Francisco
Mateos, 2 vols. (Madrid: Imprenta de E. Rasco, 1964),II:305.

64. James Lockhart, Spanish Peru, 1532-1560 (Madison, Wisconsin:
University of Wisconsin Press, 1968), pp. 137-41.

l
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The subtleties of contemporary usage can tell a great

deal as to how the conquerors used the word "soldier." The

first point which stands out is how little they used it. Any

good modern account of the conquest from Prescott through

Kirkpatrick to Parry and Gibson will speak of soldiers

repeatedly, using the term as the primary designation for

the Spaniards. Yet "soldier" never occurs, not even once,

in the first two important chronicles of the conquest by

eyewitnesses: Cristobal de Mena and Francisco de Jerez.6 5

The same appears true for many other on-the-spot accounts.

Nor with one find "soldier" used in the voluminous testimony

that the conquerors gave about each other's deeds. Pizarrofs

companions whether spoken of in the aggregate, as small

detachments, or as individuals, appear in all these sources

only as "people," "Men" or "Spaniards," "Christians," "Footmen,"

and "horsemen." Even the chronicler Agustin de Zarate, who

came to Peru in 1544 and wrote still later, retains this

usage.

Generally speaking, as one moves farther away from the

events, the vocabulary used to describe the conquest becomes

more military. Zarate. speaks of the footmen as "infantry" a

66term not employed by most contemporaries. Oviedo, writing

65. John H. Parry, The Spanish Seaborne Empire (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1966), p. 99.

66. Zarate, The Discovery and Conquest of Peru, p. 132.
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at the time of the conquest, but stationed in Santo Domingo,

67 /once referred to the conquerors as soldiers. Gomara, who

not only wrote later, but was never himself in the Indies,

also uses the word, and with him it starts to take on pejora-

tive connotations. Perhaps like many Spaniards at .home, who

were seeing the growth of a more professional mercenary

soldiery dedicated to the European wars, Gomara was beginning

to associate the word "soldier" with rootlessness, imprudence,

and quick wealth followed by quick poverty.68 This conception

of the soldier has dominated the conquest historiography down

to present day.

The best historian of the conquest and discovery of

Peru, Agustin de Zarate, did not reach the country until

1544, eleven years after the destruction of the Inca empire.

Remaining there as royal accountant during the Civil Wars,

he performed only one major public mission, the embassy to

Gonzalo Pizarro's camp. For the rest he collected informa-

tion from participants in the conquest but was prevented by

Gonzalo's violent second-in-command, Francisco de Carvajal,

from beginning to write while still in the country. He

composed his history only after his return to Europe.6 9

67. Oviedo, Historia, V: 54.

68. Gomara, Historia General, p. 231.

69. Zarate, The Discovery and Conquest of Peru, p. 141.
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Though Zarate drew first hand information from Pizarro's

comrade, Rodrigo Lozano, then a settler in Trujillo, his

account of the. first landings and the march to Cajamarca is

brief. Also very little is mentioned about Hernando Pizarro's

equally heroic march back across the mountains to the religious

site of Pachacamac. Many of the most exciting events,

unaccountably failed to stir him.70

Zarate, in his chronicle of the conquest, speaks of the

desire of the Spaniards to coerce the Indians into bestowing

on them liberal gifts of gold. According to Zarate, Pizarro

was at Tumbez nearly twenty days at which time he sent an

offer of, peace to the ruler of the country, who refused his

overtures. Because of this act of defiance he harried the

camp servants and inflicted heavy casualties on them. 71

This chronicler also depicts the Spanish avarice for

wealth in the following tale. Since they were on the wrong

side of the river., the Spaniards could not attack without

rafts, which were brought along the coast. One evening Juan

and Gonzalo Pizarro and Captains Soto and Benalcazar crossed

the river to the Indian camp and "inflicted all the damage

they could." For nearly two days they waged a "cruel war with

fire and sword in revenge for three Spaniards who had been

72sacrificed."7 Finally the Chief of Tumbez submitted and

brought the Spaniards presents of gold and silver.

71. Ibid., p. 257.

l

70. Ibid., p. 214. 72. Ibid.
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Cristobal Mena's, The Conquest of Peru as Recorded by

a Member of the Pizarro Expedition, like Jerez, relied on

first hand knowledge of all activities centered around the

conquest. Mena had embarked with Pizarro in February, 1531,

and accompanied him on all phases of the journey which

terminated in the death of Atahualpa. As one of the twenty-

five men permitted to return to Spain after the event, he

published his work in Seville in 1534.73 According to Mena,

the Indians of Peru were

marvellously conquered by the will of God to
the happy fortune of the Emperor and King and by the
prudence and energy of the very magnificent and brave
gentleman Captain Francisco Pizarro and his brother
Hernando, and all the faithful and earnest, energetic
companions who accompanied him.74

From this and numerous similar statements it is clear

that Mena believed that the conquest was undertaken to

further the role of Christianity and to uphold the glory

of the Spanish Crown. A vivid account is presented in which

Mena described the atrocities committed by Incas against

coastal Indians in an effort to subdue them to Atahualpa's

rule. By graphically reiterating the horrors of Inca torture

such as the hanging of victims in trees for days, Mena hoped

to win approval in Spain for an all out war against the Incas.

This war would be considered just because the Indians were

73. Mena, La conquista del Peru, p. 13.

74. Ibid., p. 27.
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inhumane and incapable of living a decent life. Therefore

Christian morality was desperately needed to save the heathens

from eternal damnation.7 5

A later historian who had access to the same authorities

as Zarate, but whose interests were different was Garcilaso

de la Vega, "the Inca." His thesis was that the Incas, far

from being savages, had a glorious history, and that their

religion was only inferior:: to Christianity in its lack of

actual revelation. Garcilaso tends to exaggerate the scale

of the drama, and also the number engaged and killed in battle.

He is a romantic historian, yet careful to cite his sources.

Though one of the prime inventors of the legend of the noble

savage, he used his facts with care. In 1608 his Comentarios

reales del Peru were published in which he recalled all that

he knew of his ancestor's history. In addition he. had read

all the histories and chronicles of the conquest, including

those of official historiographers.7 7

The drama of the conquest can best be understood by

studying all of these evaluations very carefully. The Incas

were, as the chroniclers noted, themselves military con-

querors whose empire was not more than a hundred years old.

75. Ibid., p. 86.

76. Garcilaso de la Vega, Segunda parte de los comentarios
reales de los Incas (Madrid: Emece editors, 1918), preface.

77. Ibid., p. 34.
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Skilled in military organization, road-making, and building

in heavy masonry, they conquered all the coastal peoples.

The Spaniards conquered a country racked by civil war

and incapable of local resistance. By removing indigenous

populations and substituting colonists, or mitimaes, from

other places, the Incas built an empire that was bound to

collapse on the removal of central authority. The Spaniards

knew nothing of Inca organization. They thought of their

enemy as the Moors and even referred to Peruvian temples as

mosques. The march on Cajamarca was an undertaking of

desperadoes eager for gold and emeralds. Only by chance did

it prove an exploit of supreme political daring, which

destroyed the Peruvian empire at one blow, since, after the

death of the Inca, no legitimate center of resistance remained.

The unctuous piety of the clergy who accompanied the

conquistador fills readers with horror. Fray Valverde was

probably more responsible for the massacre at Cajamarca than

Pizarro himself. Nowhere was the cross so flagrantly used

as a weapon of offense. Nowhere was charity so hideously

divorced form faith.

The conquistador was a ruthless fighter and exploiter

because his background was one of humiliating poverty. The

frontier wars against the Moors had bred a race of gentlemen

proud of their Christian blood, but without a penny. Their

one resource was to go to war. They were as remorseless with

one another as with the Indians. The lawyers and civil
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servants who followed them to Peru recognized them for what

they were: illiterate adventurers whose word was not to be

trusted. Their cruelty to one another, as to the Indians,

was dictated by the law of the frontier. In Peru the goods

and services of the conquered fell automatically to the

conqueror. To be defeated was to forfeit everything. In

the end it was the Incas who were defeated. The Christians

changed the lifestyles of Peru and introduced a new era.



CHAPTER III

THE EUROPEAN CONCEPT OF THE INCA AS A HUMAN BEING

During the conquest of Peru by the Spaniards there arose

important questions concerning the nature of the indigenous

peoples, or Incas, in relation to the rights of the early

explorers to establish colonial governments. Before a viable

society could be set in order, men had to determine the

nature of the inhabitants of the New World. For surely,

these native inhabitants of Peru did not closely resemble

any species of man known to the European mind. Therefore

we shall attempt to determine the attitudes of Europeans

concerning how the conquistador viewed the Indian, what type

of being he was, whether he had a reasoning mind and civilized

way so that he would be able to deal effectively with the

Spaniards, or was an irrational beast who would need con-

stant supervision and control if he were to live up to

Catholic principles.

One such problem to be dealt with is the answer to the

question of why sixteenth century Spaniards came to apply the

ideas of European philosophers to their problems of conquest

in Peru, for there had been no precedents upon which to base

policy decisions. What did men like Aristotle, St. Augustine,

Enrico da Susa, and Thomas Aquinas say of relevance to the

Incas and the Spaniard's management of them? The opening of

57
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a new land mass inhabited by strange peoples caused the

conquistadors and priests who accompanied them to reflect

on the nature of these novel races. In attempting to colonize

Peru the conquistador and those who followed in their wake

had to answer the question of how Christian men should con-

duct themselves toward humans who were so radically different

from traditional Spanish subjects. Aristotle's authority

remained so strong in some minds that men began to apply his

theory on natural servitude to this unknown land. Others

discovered that the experience of the past was only nominally

beneficial in attempting to answer.moral questions.

During the tentative frontier expansion period which

came about during the Middle Ages, Europeans had accumulated

some experience in dealing with non-Christian peoples. The

Portuguese as well as the Spaniards had already made contact

with the Arabs to the south of the Iberian Peninsula, thus

2spreading Christianity. In Spain, the Jews also played an

important role in integrating the traditional European and

Arabic cultures. Peoples of Africa and Asia became well known

through literature and oral tradition in the fifteenth century.

With the discovery of new lands in America and with the

1. Pedro Naharro Ruiz, "Relacion de los hechos de los
espanoles en el Peru des de su descubrimiento hasta la meurte
del Mar~jues Francisco.Pizarro," ed., M. Fernandez Navarrete,
Coleccion de documents ineditos para la historia de Espana,
26 (Madrid: Imprenta de la viuda de CaYeiro, 1855 :233-57.

2. Silvio Zavala, La filosofia political en la conquista de
America (Mexico: Foindo de Cultura Economica, 1947), p. 4.
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conquests in Mexico and Peru, Europeans gradually discerned

the importance of their new possessions, both in terms of

land and men who would labor for the Spaniards. The opening

of the New World and the mingling of the Europeans with the

indigenous peoples started a new era; as the historian Lopez

de Gomara said, the discovery of America was the greatest

event since the coming of Christ.3

The Spaniards who actually saw America on the numerous

expeditions sanctioned by the King tended to view the New

4World in terms of Mediaeval concepts. The wealth of ideas

and legends which developed so well in Europe during the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries transferred at once to

America. Thus, mediaeval influence was especially marked

in the doctrinces postulated in the early period of the con-

quest of Peru. Numerous philosophical doctrines were exhumed

from the early influential thinkers--especially Aristotle

and Plato--as to the nature of the Indians and how the

Spaniards should best deal with these people. 5

Because of the prevalence of sensational and fantasy

literature in the Middle Ages, Spanish captains who led

expeditions into the unknown regions of Peru fully expected

3. Francisco Lopez de Gomara, Hispania Victrix, Primera y
segunda parte de la Historia General de Las Indias (1552;
reprint ed., Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1941), p. i.

4. Luis Wechmann, "The Middle Ages in the Conquest of America,"
Speculum 26 (1951): 130-41.

5. Winston Ashley, The Theory of Natural Slavery According
to Aristotle and St. Thomas (Indiana: Notre Dame University
Press, 1941), p. 41.
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to encounter three-headed giants, ferocious man-eating plants

and animals, as well as fantastic races of peoples who possessed

great strengths and warring ability. It is no wonder then,

that Francisco Pizarro and his men were quite unprepared to

accept the Inca'culture as they found it, for the Indians of

Peru did not quite fulfill the European's dreams of horrify-

ing creatures. Nevertheless, the Spaniards viewed these

Incas not as men like themselves, differing only in custom,

but rather in numerous cases like semi-men who lacked

rationality and any form of sophistication.

How were the Europeans to treat these half-men? Since

these Spanish conquistadors had no predetermined code of

ethics to follow, they relied on the polemical writings of

the early philosophers for inspiration. One must remember

that for a thousand years Europeans held fast to a great

reservoir of curious ideas about men who dwelt in strange

lands. These concepts concerning the nature of the unknown

were freely tossed about during the conquest of the Incas

in the sixteenth century. Even St. Augustine was among

those early writers who feared the unknown, and in his trea-

tise, The City of God, he included a series of chapters on

whether or not the descendants of Adam or the sons of Noah

6produced monstrous races of men. It is no wonder that the

Spaniards had preconceived the notion that these Indians

6. Ibid., p. 32.
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would have strange, indecent customs and would have to be

dealt with according to their nature. The early explorers

who witnessed the wonders of the Inca tradition first turned

to the diverse but thematic writings of Aristotle (d. 322

B. C.), St. Augustine (354-413), St. Thomas Aquinas (1226-

74), and Enrico da Susa (d. 1271) in order to rationalize

their methods of conquest.

Aurelius Augustinus, or St. Augustine, adhered to the

notion that God made man in his own image, "for he created

for him a soul endowed with reason and intelligence, so that

he might excel [sic] all the creatures of the earth, air and

sea which were not so gifted." God created new things,

without any novelty of will. Such solitary animals as

eagles, kites, lions and wolves, along with the gregarious

who prefer to herd together such as pigeons, starlings,

stags, and deer were created by God, but none of these classes

were propagated by individuals. Man, on the other hand,

whose nature was a mean between the angelic and bestial,

was created in such manner that if he remained in subjuga-

tion to his Creator as his rightful Lord, and piously kept

the commandments, should pass into the company of the angels.

Therefore man could pass into the company of the angels and

obtain, without the intervention of death, a blessed and

7. Aurelius Augustinus, The City of God Against the Pagans,
trans., George E. McCracken (CambrT'ge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1957), sec. 12, cap. 23.
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endless immortality. However, if he offended his Lord and

God by a proud and disobedient use of his free will, he

should become subject to death, and live as beasts do--the

slave of appetite and doomed to eternal punishment after

death. And therefore God created only one single man,

not that he might be solitary and berefit of all society,

but that by this means the "unity of society and the bond

of concord might be more effectually commended to him." 8

Observing the hierarchical structure of human beings in

Greece, Aristotle had divided the human race into tyrant and

slave races, tyrant and slave classes, and tyrant and slave

leaders. Using this approach he assumed the possibility of

establishing an ideal scheme of development which could

harmonize all human experience. The lower forms of human

life, which were comprised of those having physical defects

and handicaps, were relegated to the slave category. According

to ancient Greek law these slaves were designated as pro-

perty so that their owners were to make free use to their

talents. Aristotle viewed slavery as the status in which a

worker was forced to labor by regal authority under the

control of a free class of overseers. In essence, these

slaves were the vassals of higher authority. Centuries later

the Spaniards converted this into a concept of inferior

8. Ibid., cap.' 21.
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races to fix the role of the Inca and other Indians, as a

vassal to the conquistador.9

Both Aristotle and St. Thomas Aquinas saw the entire

universe as a series of dominions of superior beings over

the inferior. The only beings in the universe who were to

have dominion over others in the proper sense were God,

angels, and rational men. Men and angels are able to guide

themselves by the faculties which must in turn be guided by

God. The angels guide men and within the ranks of the angels

the higher guide the inferior. Here the principle is

essentially hierarchical, for among men the more intelligent

and virtuous guide the less intelligent and the virtueless.1 0

The Spaniards were to use this theory in justification of

their tutelege over the Incas.

In Politics Aristotle states, "for he is a slave . . .

who participates in reason so far as to apprehend it, but

not possess it, for the animals other than man are not sub-

servient to reason, by apprehending it, but to feelings."

Aristotle thus attributes to the slave the virtues which are

appropriate for the kind of soul which is necessary for slave

functions, a soul which has "servile art." 1

St. Thomas Aquinas' main modification of Aristotle's

reasoning was to insist that all just slavery, whether a

9. Ashley, The Theory of Natural Slavery, p. 5.

10. Ibid., p. 40.

11. Aristotle, Politics I, trans., E. S. Forester (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1921), sec. ii, 1254b.
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punishment or a social institution, belongs to the Jus Gentium

and that hence rights of the master over his slave are limited

by natural law. He viewed slavery as contrary to the whole

tenor of Christian life since it was based on the premise

that the man whose function is to do servile work cannot

share in the life of contemplation.12

The canonist, Enrico da Susa, better known as the

"Os.tian,"believed the Pope to be the Universal Vicar of

Jesus Christ, and consequently to have authority not only

over Christians, but also over all infidels., It seemed to

him that, since the coming of the Redeemer, all primacy,

dominion, and jurisdiction had been taken away from the

infidels and transferred to the faithful, by right and with

just reason, by the Pope who held the supreme power and was

13infallible. According to this doctrine, the title to

their kingdoms which infidels might have had by virtue of

natural law of nations before the advent of Christ, disappeared

as a result of that event. This was because temporal power

reverted to the Pontiff of Rome, who might claim authority

over the infidels. In the meantime, infidels enjoyed only a

precarious tenancy of their kingdoms in the form of con-

cessions from the Holy See in Rome.

12. Ashley, The Theory of Natural Slavery, p. 121.

13. Zavala, La filosofia political en la conquista de America,
p. 16.

14. Ibid.
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Although it had no ideological connection with the

doctrine of the "Ostian," but as an example of another position

that weakened the right of the infidel in the face of the

Christian advance, the theory of John Wycliffe (1324-84)

may be recalled. According to Wycliffe, all human law pre-

supposes the Divine as its cause. Consequently every domin-

ion that is just according to men presupposes a dominion

that is just according to God. Since the unjust man, or

the man in mortal sin, is without grace, he does not pro-

perly hold dominion.15

In contrast to these attitudes, it is possible to find

in European thought from the thirteenth to sixteenth cen-

turies other more generous attitudes concerning the relations

between Christianity and infidel peoples. Innocent IV

(d. 1254) admitted that infidels might lawfully hold dominion

and possessions and exercise jurisdiction, since these were

not made solely for the faithful but for every rational

creature. Consequently, it was not lawful for the Pope or

the faithful to take from infidels the goods and the juris-

diction which they held without sin. But Christ and the Pope,

had authority over all men in law though not in fact.

Accordingly, the Roman See might punish infidels who acted

against the law of nature: for instance sodomites and idolaters.

15. F. D. Matthew, ed., The English Works of Wycliff, hitherto
unprinted (London: Trubner and Co., 1880), p. 45.
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As this theory acknowledged that the basis of dominion was

simply the rational-power of man and not his religious

state, it gave scope for greater tolerance of the. rights of

infidels.16

In the same line of thought, in his Summa Theologica,

St. Thomas Aquinas held that dominion and preference are

introduced by virtue of human law. On the other side of

the question the distinction between the faithful and infidels

is a matter of divine law. But divine law, which emanates

from grace, does not annul human law, which is based on

natural reason. Therefore, the distinction between the

faithful and infidels, considered in itself, does not abolish

even the dominion which infidels may hold over Christians.

It is true that St. Thomas later modified the doctrine,

admitting that the superiority of the infidels might justly

be abolished by a judgment or order of the Church, which

exercised the authority of God. This was because the

infidels, on account of their unbelief, deserved to lose

their authority over the faithful, who were to become the

sons of God. As the foregoing suggests, it is not a question

of all-prevailing right on the part of Christians as against

the complete helplessness of the unbelievers; but rather

16. Anne Fremantle, The Papal Encyclicals in Their Historical
Context (New York: New American Library, 1956), p. 98.
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that Christian thought finds within itself those elements of

natural law and reason which are the heritage of all mankind.

Fifteenth century Europeans assumed their knowledge of

the world to be exact, and the appearance of the vast,

unknown civilization of the Americas shook their self-

confidence. Ingenious attempts were made to demonstate

that the early Christian authorities foreshadowed the dis-

covery of America and the Indian cultures. If the new lands

could be related somehow to the world they knew, a bridge

might be erected between the traditional and the unexplored.1 8

The conquistadors rather pointedly queried, when may

just war be waged to compel the Indians to serve God, the

King, and, foremost in their minds, us? Also, the eccle-

siastics queried, how can the natives be made to change from

what they are to what they ought to be? Two major circum-

stances were responsible for these questions which were so

anxiously asked by Spanish authorities. The first was the

nature of the Spanish people themselves--a people who were

17. St. Thomas Aquinas, The Summa Theologica, trans.,
Fathers of the English Dominican Province (London: R. S. T.
Washbourne, Ltd., 1912), p. 34.

18. Juan Solorzano Pereira, Politica indiana, compuesta por
el doctor Don Juan de Solorzano Pereira . . . Dividida en seis
Tibros. En los quales con gran distinction, y estudio s-etrate,
y resuelve, todo lo tocante al descubrimiento, description,
idquisicion, y enomiendas, como de lo espiritual, y eclesias-
tico, cerca de su doctrina, patronazgo real, iglesias . . . y
en lo temporal, cerca de todos los magistrados seculares,
virreys, presidentes, audiencias, consejo, supremo, y junta
de, guerra dellas, con insercidn y declaracion de las muchas
cedulas reales que para esto se Tian despachado . . . con dos
indices (Amberes: H. y C. Verdussen, 1703), Libro I, caps. 6-7.
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proud, legalistic, and given over to extreme passions and

emotion,, and fanatically Catholic in faith. Three events of

the year 1492 reflect some of the most fundamental historical

occurences which were to mold later Spanish history: Granada,

the last of the Moorish kingdoms of Spain, fell to the

Catholic monarchs Ferdinand and Isabella in January 1; the

Jews were expelled; and Columbus set sail.1 9

The second circumstance was the nature of the dominion

exercised by the Spanish Crown in America, by which the

Spaniards felt themselves responsible for the conversion of

the natives. The decrees of Pope Alexander VI, the famous

bulls of donation of 1493, were used at first to justify the

exercise of Spanish authority in the New World, including

Peru. Without becoming embroiled in the legal and moral

implications of these papal pronouncements, it is obvious

that the Spaniards had, logically, to determine Indian nature

and capacity for rule before they could legitimately pursue

either conquest or colonization. 20

As the conquistadors under men like Diego de Almagro

and Francisco Pizarro moved into Peru, stubborn facts and

theological convictions clashed over the nature of the conquest.

The voices of individuals and of different factions rose

continually during the sixteenth century to give conflicting

19. Edmundo O'Borman, La Idea del descubrimiento de America
(Mexico; University of M-exico, 1951), p. 97.

20. Ibid., p. 7.
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advice to the Spanish monarchs and the Council of the Indies.

Each man and each faction held a profound conviction about

the nature of the Indians, and all generalized about them as

if they were a homogeneous group. Each made his own views on

the Indians the basis of recommendations for a government

policy which he urged upon the monarchs in Spain as the one

true solution which would finally set the enterprise of the

conquest on a firm and unassailable foundation.21

The discovery period is now considered one of the

epochs of greatest intellectual activity in all history. As

the Argentine philosopher, Francisco Romero, emphasizes,

"There was developed during these years a new philosophy, a

new vision of the cosmos, and a new science of nature.,2 2

Of all the ideas churned up during the early, tumultous,

years of American history none had a more dramatic applica-

tion than the attempts made to apply to .the Indians in Peru

and the rest of America the Aristotelian doctrine of natural

slavery: that one part of mankind is set aside by nature to

be slaves in the service of masters born for a life free of

manual labor. The idea that someone else should perform the

arduous tasks of manual labor appealed to the early conquis-

tadors in Peru. The typical Spaniard, whose character had

21. Ibid., pp. 10-11.

22. Rancisco Romero, Sobre la filosof a en America (Buenos
Aires: Editorial Raigal, 1957, p. 125.
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been molded by the religious conquest in Spain, exhibited

an ancient distaste for manual labor. When this doctrine

was linked to the concept that inferior beings benefitted

through hard, physical work, the proposition became even more

attractive to the governing classes who came to Peru in

search of wealth and glory. Peru offered a rich field for

bold, resourceful conquistadors to attempt to carve out a

piece of empire for themselves and at the same time to

23advance Christianity and serve their King.

A Scottish professor in Paris, John Major, was the first

to apply the Aristotelian doctrine of natural slavery to the

Indians. He also approved the idea that force should be

used as a preliminary to the preaching of the faith and

published these convictions in a book in 1510.24 In the

next year, 1511, a Dominican friar named Antonio de Montesinos

preached a revolutionary sermon in the church on the Island

of Hispaniola in the Caribbean. Speaking on the text,

"I am a voice crying in the wilderness," Montesinos delivered

the first important protest against the treatment accorded

the Indians by his Spanish countrymen, enquiring, "Are these

23. Rafael Atlamira, ed., "El texto/ de las leyes de Burgos
de 1512," Revista de Historia de America 4 (Mexico: Pan
American Institute of Geography and History, 1938): 209.

24. Pedro Leturia, "Maior y Vitoria ante la conquista de
America," Estudios Eclesiasticos 2 (Madrid: Biblioteca
Missionalia Hispanica, 1932): 42-82.
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Indians not men? Do they not have a rational soul? Are you

not obligated to love them as you love yourself?,,2 5

Of great importance to the idea of whether Spain could

view the Indians as slaves .and thus wage just war were the

writings of Matias de Paz who was born in Spain around the

years 1468-70. Paz had studied philosophy under the presti-

gious Father Andres de Robledillo at San Pablo University.

Later in life he taught theology at the St. Gregory Convent

in Valladolid as well as at the University of Valladolid.2 6

Little was known concerning his early writings. Bartolome

de Las Casas claimed that much of Paz's work influenced

matters at the Council of Burgos in 1512. Las Casas had

Paz's tract published in 1516 when the doctrines .of Palacios

Rubios also became well known. It is interesting to note

that Paz justified the political stranglehold of Spain over

the indigenous peoples of America by the same reasons as

those posited by Palacios Rubios.2 7

Matias de Paz drew up religious guidelines for the

King of Spain to follow concerning the treatment of the

Indians who were under the realm of God and who were to be

25., Bartolome de Las Casas, De thesauris en Peru, trans.,
Angel Losada, in Los tesoros del Peru (Madrid: Consejo
Superior de InvesTagaciconesCientificas, Insituto Francisco
de Atoria, 1958), p. 21.

26. Matias del Paz, Del dominio de los reyes de Espaa
sobre los indios, in Del dominio de los reyes de Espa1a y
De Islas del Mar, ed., Silvio Zdvala and A. Millares Carlo
TMexico: Fondo de Cultura Economica, 1954), p. XXVII.

27. Ibid., p. XXVIII.
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made aware of their situation now that the Spaniards were to

control their lifestyle. The basic tenets proposed by Paz

generally follow this outline:

1. Can the most holy Catholic King of Spain govern
the Indians with despotic principles?
2. Can the King, under special license retain these
Indians and dictate their rights under royal princi-
ples which govern conduct?
3. Can those men who have taken these Indians for
numerous services, entailing slavery and bondage,
treat these people as natural slaves? Are these
Spaniards obligated to give those Indians who have
been enslaved a restitution for their services?2 8

With respect to the first premise, Matias de Paz reasoned

thusly. It appeared that the Catholic King of Spain could

possess and literally own the Indians of the New World, including

later, those in Peru. This is because all peoples may be

subjugated by the mediation of wars in their own nation,

province, or locality, and may be reduced to slavery as the

victor may deem necessary. Therefore, Paz states that the

Catholic King can, with good conscience and with definite

justice, declare war on the Indians for the purpose of

obtaining land and spreading the true word of God. Further-

more as a follow-up procedure he can reduce these Indians to

perpetual slavery, such as under a despotic system.2 9

Paz was especially interested in the relations governing

behavior between the Christians and the infidels which was

also part of Palacios Rubios' later doctrine. One question

which Paz notes with great detail is the naturalness of

28. Ibid., p. 213. 29. Ibid.
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divine or royal power in determining Indian policy to be

followed by the conquistadors. Mediaeval political tradi-

tions have their basis in the supremacy of the law over

human actions. Law was deemed supreme because it was always

a manifestation of ultimate truth and justice. The unjust

or unfair law was no law. During the Middle Ages a popular

concept stressed the subordination of all positive law to

natural law, noting the differences between a king and a

tyrant. The authority of the monarch to act on any issue

was derived from the community, and his actions were to be

subject to natural law. During the fifteenth century, at

the time of the first Spanish exploits, traditional politi-

cians believed that authority ultimately came from God. God

was to have his desires carried out under the guise of the

30monarch who would in turn dictate law.

In essence the general consensus of the fifteenth and

sixteenth centuries was that the Roman Emperor and the Pope

possessed an unlimited and unconditional authority, according

to positive divine law. The general populace under the powers

of the monarch was to carry out the king's legislation at

all times. It was believed .that since the king received all

his powers and orders from God, his just laws could not

30. Juan Lopez de Palacios Rubios, De Islas del Mar in Del
dominio de los reyes de Espan'a sobre los indios y De Islas
del Mar, -d., Silvio vala and A. Millares CarIZ ~ iexico:
Fondo de Cultura Economico, 1954), p. XXXIII.
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possibly go against the right and just law or against that

31
of natural equality.

Of most importance to the present study is the relation

between Christians and infidels, in this case Incas. These

relations found historical importance in the Middle Ages

because of the religious motives of the Christians in Spain

to initiate contact with pagan towns in the Orient.32 On

established bases of theology, canons, and various religious

tracts of the thirteenth century, authors discovered the

virgencia of the rights of the infidels and the authority

which came from the Papacy concerning them. Up to a certain

point the ideas on the relation between the Pope and the

principles of Christianity predetermined the theory relative

to the power of the Church over infidels. Pope Inocent IV

asked if it were legal for Christians to invade the dominion

of the infidel. The general consensus declared that the

infidels may have certain possessions to which they are

entitled, but these Indians were not deemed as rational

creatures. Only men of logic and perception and those who

further the will of God were deemed to be in full control of

their own life. Therefore, since the Christians are rational

men who know how to govern they may rightfully take over all

goods possessed by the non-rational Indians at the time of

conquest. These philosophers did not forget that the final

32. Ibid., pp. LXX-LXXII.31. Ibid., p. XLIII.
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source of authority emanated from the Creator, but in carrying

out God's will the Pope may castigate all infidels who break

the natural law with acts of idolatry or sodomy.3 3

In order that the.Christians might regain saintly lands

from the infidels, the Pope offered indulgences for the faith-

ful who desired the spread of the true religion and had the

means and drive to carry out their convictions. The Incas

of Peru were deemed as unlawfully possessing territory which

belonged to the Christians under divine law.34 Because the

Indians did not know the word of God, it was the duty of

Christians to take their land and to bring them to submission

so that these Indians could effectively be enlightened by

religious dogma. The authority of the Pope could compel

the Indians to acknowledge the truth of the Christian ethic,

and if they refused they would be severely castigated. If

these infidels refused to submit graciously to the will of

the well-meaning Spaniards on their holy mission, just war

might be waged against them.3 5

One might ask, what if these Indians willingly submit

their lands and other worldly possessions along with their

spirit to the Spaniards? What then, would be the correct

procedure for the Christians? The lawyer and jurist Palacios

Rubies (c. 1453-1524) does not waiver on this question. If

33. Ibid.

34. Zavala, La filosofifa politica en la conquista de America,
p. 29.

35. Palacios Rubios, De Islas del Mar, p. LXX.
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the infidels do not harass the Christians in any way and

do not intend to injure the faith of Christ, and desire to

live peacefully under the guidance of the Redeemer, then

all Spaniards were to treat these Indians with all due respect. 3 6

However, according to Palacios Rubios, these Indians no

matter how docile, must remember that the Church and monarchy

have ultimate power over them since the Spaniards are follow-

ing God's dictates. This feeling is aptly stated in the

following passage taken from the "Ostian" and Innocent IV:

Teniendo, pues, los infieles, o debiendo tener juris-
diccion por concesion or permiso .de la Iglesia la
done o concedio, quitarsela a los infieles en parte
o en todo cuando le pareciere. Tal parece serla [sic]
opinion del Ostiense sobre el ya citado capitulo de
las Descretales, "Quod super his, de voto. . *"37

This quotation shows that in the last instance the Church

decides all that happens regarding the propagation of the

faith. Any tolerance which extends to the infidels in which

they are made aware of their dominion is a result of the

desires and teachings of the Catholic Church. Palacios Rubios

confirms this idea thusly:

La Iglesia, que en virtud de un consentimiento pre-
cario permite a los infieles poseer la jurisdiccion sin
que dicho consentimiento les transfiera el dominio ni
la posesion . . . sin tan solo una especie de detenacion,
duradura unicamente mientras perdure la acquiescencia
y voluntad de aquella . . . podra, cuando quisiere
quitarles dicho consentimiento en todo o en parte.3 8

36. Ibid., p. 119. 37. Ibid., p. 135.

38. Ibid., p. XCV.
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This tract condones the drive for Christian imperialism

before which the powers of the infidels do not have guaran-

tees because the Indians might be enslaved by Christian

powers. In the last paragraphs of his document Palacios

Rubios admits to the possibility of encomiendas. The

Aristotelian doctrine of natural slavery serves also to

establish that, if the national capacity of the Indian is

not amplified, these infidels may be administered under a

Spanish tutelege system. In his conclusion Palacios Rubios

shows that the American doctrine combines the liberal and

rational principles of natural law with an exaggerated canon,

based on the temporal power of the Pope, which justifies the

right of the Christians to conquer the infidels.3 9

In the last segment of his doctrine, Matias de Paz

describes a view somewhat different that that of Palacios

Rubios which he bases on the Alexandrine Bulls. He states:

Queriendo poner en ejecucion vuestro deseo, proveisteis
al dilecto higo Cristobal Colon, hombre apto y muy
conveniente a tan geran [sic] negocio, y digno de ser
tenido en mucho, con navios y gente para semejantes
cosas bien apercibidos, no sin grandisimos trabajos,
cotas y pelagros, para que por al mar buscase con
diligencia los tales ti erras firmes e islas remotas
e incognitas, a donde hasta ahora no se habis navegado,
los cuales despues de much trabajo, con el favor divino,
haviendo puesto toda diligencia, hallaron ciertas
islas remotisimas, en las cuales habitan muchas gentes
que viven en paz y que no comen care. Estas mismas
gentes creen que hay en los cieles un Dios Creador, y
que parecen aptos para recibir la fe catolica, y ser
ensenados en bu'enas costumbres.4 0

39. Ibid.

40. Paz, Del dominio de los reyes de Espana sobre los Indies,
p. 218.
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In the' first corollary Paz posits that it is permissible

for the Christians to invade the infidels in the name of the

Savior if this is done in order to bring the truth to the

heathen. Part of this plan involves the concept that before

inciting war, the Christians should attempt to convert the

infidels and to use all force in the name of Christ. The

King had the power to capture infidels in order to baptise

them in the name of the true light and religion.4

A further question, how to make certain that conquests

proceeded according to just and Christian principles, was

raised in 1513. This resulted in-the adoption of the famous

juridical declaration known as the "Requerimiento," a

document which had to be read formally to the Indians before

the conquistadors could legally launch hostilities. This

manifesto began with a brief history of the world since

its creation, and an account of the establishment of the

papacy. The Indians of the New World were required to

acknowledge their vassalage to the Christians and to allow

the Catholic faith to be preached to them. If the Indians

chose to comply, fine. If they did not, the "Requerimiento"

lists the punitive steps the Spaniards could take to insure

proper behavior from them. The Spaniards were entitled to

enter the land with fire and sword, could subjugate the

natives for force, and, "We shall take you and your wives

41. Lewis Hanke, "The Requirement and Its Interpreters,"
Revista de Historia de America 1 (Mexico: Pan American
Inst itute of: Geographf 5and is to'y, 1938): 28-34.
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and your children, and shall make slaves of them and as such

shall sell and dispose of them, as their Highnesses may

command; and we shall take away your goods, and shall do

all the harm and damage that we can, as to vassals that do

not obey." 4 2

In opposition to this was Bartolome de Las Casas (1474-

1566), a former encomendero in Cuba and a man whose obsession

to end the Spanish tyranny in the New World evolved into a

scathing attack against imperialism. Although Las Casas

was among the first Europeans to understand the implications

of the discovery of America and to praise Columbus for

extraordinary courage and intelligence, he saw that, on the

human level, the Discoverer and all who followed after him

were selfish and greedy men. According to Las Casas the

Spaniard's most cherished institutions of the encomienda

and requerimiento destroyed the humanity of the Indians when

it did not destroy life itself. The idea held by many

Spaniards in the fifteenth and sixteenth centureis that the

Indians were "tools of the devil" justified their oppression

and the pursuit of private interests as well as betraying a

blind belief in Spanish authority and tradition.43

42. Alfonso Garcia Gallo, "El derecho comun ante el Neuvo
Mundo," Revista de Estudios Politicos 54 (Mexico: Instituto
de Estudios Politicos, 1955): 133-52.

43. Bartolome de Las Casas, Apologetica historia sumaria in
Biblioteca de autores espanoles, 13 (Madrid: Sucs, J. Sanchez
de Ocana y Cia, 1909): 143.

l
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In the clashes which were to come over Aristotelian

ideas, Las Casas ennunciated the basic concept which was to

guide all his actions on behalf of the Indians during the

last half of his life: "Our Christian religion is suitable

for and may be adapted to all nations of the world, and all

alike may receive it, and no one may be deprived of his

liberty, nor may he be enslaved on the excuse that he is a

natural slave." 4 4

One must always note that Las Casas did not reject the

idea of slavery as such; he required only that slaves be

taken legitimately, that is by just war or purchase. This

idea refers back to the traditional European justification

of African slavery which Las Casas accepted but saw as

distinct from the case of the Indians.45 Because of the

unjust wars which are so often waged, the Spaniards could

not justly make a single slave. Nor could a case be made

for legitimate rescate or purchase, for experience had shown

that the caciques, under pressure from the Spaniards, turned

Indians over to them as slaves.4 6

44. Bartolome de Las Casas, Historia de Las Indias in
Colecion de documentos ineditos para la7hist6ria de Espana,
63 (Madrid: Imprenta de la viuda de Calero, 1842): ~286.

45. Las Casas, Apologetica historia sumaria, p. 472.

46. Bartolome de Las Casas, Tratoxdos, 2 vols., trans.,
Augustine Millares Carlo and Rafael Moreno 2 (Mexico: Fondo
de Cultura Economica, 1966): 526-27.

l
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Las Casas devoted a whole treatise to showing that

there was no cause for just war in America, and that, con-

sequently, Indian slavery was illegal, although neither the

caciques nor the Indians themselves understood the meaning

of slavery in the European sense. In his memorial of

1543 he offered to prove that not a single Indian could

lawfully be enslaved, and he criticized the New Laws of

1542 because, although they forbade slavery, they accepted

proof that various Indians had been legitimately enslaved.

The "wickedness, cunning, and perjuries employed by the

Christians," he said, "would :indefinitely maintain the

Indians in unlawful captivity."48 In another treatise Las

Casas declared that all men are free "if the contrary is

not proved" and that freedom, which is natural, can be lost

only by accident or through special circumstances outside of

49nature as Sepulveda maintained.4 9 His Apologetic History of

1550 was dedicated to proving, historically and juridically,

that the Indian and other primitive peoples cannot be regarded

as slaves or serfs because of their primitive condition.

One of the most important events in the history of

Spain and in the struggle for Indian rights was the Junta

47. Ibid., II: 600.

48. Bartolome de Las Casas, Opusiculos, cartas y memoriales
in Biblioteca de autores espanoles,. 110 (Mexico:~Sucs. J.
Sanchez de Ocana y Cia, 1958): 193.

49. Las Casas, Tratodos, II: 538.
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summoned by Emperor Charles V in Valladolid in 1550-51 to

consider the justice of the wars being waged in America by

Spain. One of the parties was Juan Gines de Sepulveda,

humanist, chronicler, confessor of the emperor, philosopher,

theologian, and an exponent of the use of force to overcome

the opposition of the Indians to the preaching of Christianity.

The other was headed by Las Casas, Bishop of Chiapas, and

at the time Defender of the Indians by official decree of

the emperor, who was opposed to the use of force to bring

the Indians to the true light and faith.

Both Las Casas and Sepulveda believed it was necessary

to preach the Christian faith in the New World and both

agreed the New World had to come under the jurisdiction of

the Spanish kings. However, for Las Casas these ends could

be achieved or served only by peaceful means, following the.

method he had employed in Verapaz, and always with the free

consent of the Indians and their princes who preserved their

jurisdictions under a protectorate of a Christian emperor.

For Sepulveda, on the other extreme, all this was a utopian

dream, for force must be employed to achieve those ends. 5 0

There were two basic documents used as exhibits for the

Junta of 1550-51. Sepulveda submitted his Democrates Segundo

(The Just Causes of the War Against the Inilians) and Apologia,

both of them written in Latin. These two works formed part

50. Las Casas, Opusculos, cartas y memoriales, p. 207.

l
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of the juridical or theoretical argumentation of Sepulveda.

For the facts on the situation of the American Indians, he

relied on the Historia General of the chronicler, Fernandez

de Oviedo. Las Casas submitted his Latin work, Apologia,

which was dedicated to Philip II and corresponded closely,

both in organization and method of argumentation, to the

f 51Apologia of Sepulveda.

This Junta was held in Valladolid before a distinguished

group of theologians as well as various specialists in canon

law who called Las Casas and Sepulveda before them. The

discussions basically centered on three points:

1. The justification and limitations of the Indian
wars.

2. The four arguments of Sepulveda which were his
reply to the four objections made to the publi-
cation of his work, Democrates Segundo by the
Universities of Alcala and Salamanca.

3. The authorities Sepi'lveda cited in favor of his
thesis and the counter reply of Las Casas.5 2

Let us now note a few of the many points on which Las

Casas and Sepulveda differed with respect to Indian policy.

In his Apologia, Las Casas wrote a study of the subject in

which he developed a philosophy of the protection of the

innocent in every war, just or unjust, and offered the prin-

ciples for a body of legislation which was to follow his

career. The category of innocent persons, according to Las

51. Juan Gines de Sepulveda, Democrates segundo, o De las
justas causas de la guerra contra los indios, trans., Angel
Losada Madrid: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientificas,
1951), p. 58; and Las Casas, Apologetica historia sumaria, p. 257.

52. Sepulveda, Democrates segundo, p. 61.
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Casas included (1) women and children; (2) priests and

others dedicated to divine worship, (3) farmers, workers,

and merchants, and(4) foreigners in general. 5 3  "Soldiers

must abstain from doing 'Violence to all who bear on their

fronts the mark of innocence; and army chiefs must precisely

and severely admonish their soldiers, otherwise they incur

"54the same offense and sin." Las Casas did consider some

wars to be just, such as those against Mohammedans and

heretics, but he always regarded war as inherently evil.

This evil must sometimes be accepted, but only for defensive,

not offensive, ends.5 5

Las Casas closed his exposition on war with a study of

It 56previous admonition and a period of grace.". For a war

to be just, the prospective enemy must be warned of the

demands made upon him and be given a reasonable period of

time to reflect and reach a decision. For Sepulveda this

requirement seemed superfluous with regard to Indians.

Las Casas considered it necessary at all times and declared

that "previous admonition and a period of grace" were a

sine qua non of every just war. However, in the case of

the Indians this condition could not be met since the Indians

and the Spanish were mutually ignorant of the other's language

53. Las Casas, Apologetica historia sumaria, p. 260.

54. Ibid., p. 379. 55. Ibid., p. 321.

56. Ibid. 57. Ibid.
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and no understanding could be reached. For this reason

alone, in Las Casas' estimation, war against the Indians

must of necessity be unjust.

One of Sepulveda's major arguments dealt with the.

submission of inferior beings to those of superior qualities

and the principle of obedience by lower peoples. Sepulveda

cited Aristotle in support of this argument, but Las Casas

also quoted Aristotle in reply. Las Casas made a searching

study of the term "barbarian" and distinguished four main

classes: (1) barbarians in the proper sense of the term--

inhuman men whom Aristotle had deemed "beasts"; (2) men

who did not speak the language of another people; (3)

barbarians in the strict sense that is, men of inherently

savage and evil instincts, incapable of governing themselves,

whom Aristotle spoke of in Politics as "slaves by nature";

and (4) Non-Christians whom sacred scripture designated a

barbarians. 58

Aristotle admitted the existence of the class three

barbarians, but he said that their number was small. Conse-

quently they are only an exception that confirms the rule;

otherwise the intention of God would be thwarted. To Aris-

totle, the notion that any race or nation existed in this

state of barbarism was repugnant. Las Casas agreed and wrote

"such barbarians must be attracted preacefully in accord with

58. Ibid., p. 234.

I
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the teaching of Christ." 5 9  Persons -in this state of

development, according to Sepulveda, were incapable 'of

governing themselves, and therefore should allow themselves,

to be governed by others, since every man is obligated to

seek perfection and none has the right to hinder the co-

existence or perfection of the rest.6 0

The great difference between Sepulveda and Las Casas

on this point was more a question of fact than interpreta-

tion. For Sepulveda, the Indians were in a state of unim-

provable. backwardness; for Las Casas, not only was this

untrue but, in certain respects, the Indians were more

advanced than the Spanish colonizers. Sepulveda's position

is somewhat understandable, for he had never been to the

New World and relied on Oviedo whose testimony he had no

reason to distrust as his official chronicler.6 1

Sepulveda's last argument dealt with the justification

of war on infidels because it opened the way for the propa-

gation of the Christian faith and principles. In support

of this argument Sepulveda cited St. Augustine who had

interpreted two words of a biblical parable, "compelle

intrare" (compel to enter) in the sense of physical force.

Las Casas stated that St. Augustine referred to heretics,

not pagans, and the church, in strict law had the right to

59. Ibid., p. 333.

60. Sepulveda, Democrates segundo, p. 90.

61. Ibid., p. 97.
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coerce heretics with "violent compulsion" if they were

under its jurisdiction. Las Casas then pointed out that

"one must be very cautious in citing the Sacred Scriptures,

for they admit of every kind of literal pious interpreta-

tion."1162

For Las Casas, as in the traditional teaching of the

Church, heretics were one catagory, but pagans who never

knew the faith were another. The Indians were "in a state

of the infidel peoples in the moment of the coming of Christ."

The same methods, therefore, should be employed with them as

were used in the dawn of Christianity.6 3

One can see all too clearly the Spanish application of

something like Sepulveda's theory concerning the proper

treatment of the Indians by noting the conduct of the

Spaniards accorded the great Inca Atahualpa at the time of

the Peruvian conquest in 1532 under Francisco Pizarro and

Fray Vincente Valverde. Upon entering the mountainous

regions of Northern Peru, Pizarro and his men became enchanted

with the uniqueness of the Inca culture which they found and

of the possibility that Vast deposits of riches might lay

hidden in the Indian's sacred places. Pizarro and his band

of 168 assorted Spaniards applied something like Sepulveda's

62. Ibid., p. 68; and Las Casas, Apologetica histo'ria
sumaria, p. 327.

63. Las Casas, Tratoqdos, II: 537-46.
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principle in asserting their authority over the Incas at

Cajamarca in 1532. At this Indian village Pizarro deliber-

ately set about to trap and capture the Inca Atahualpa so

that he and his men might gain their fortune.6 4

Of course, Pizarro and Fray Valverde were not totally

without Christian morals and ethics. Before the Inca had

been captured in a deceptive ploy, Fray Valverde had piously

read to him the Requerimiento which was roughly and inade-

quately translated by the Indian Felipillo. Atahualpa,

unfamiliar with the substance of the Spanish doctrine,

questioned the source of Valverde's teaching. Not convinced

that the Catholic Bible held the true word and way of life

and redemption for the Incas, Atahualpa scorned the Spaniards

and cast aside the document in anger.65

Because of this "deliberately sinful" act on the part

of the Inca and his general attitude toward the Spaniards,

he was captured and made to promise to fill a room with gold

and silver in return for his freedom. The Christians

gladly spared the Inca for eight months while gold and

treasures poured in from distant sectors of the Peruvian

empire. However, Atahualpa was condemned to death by burning

since he had not converted to the Catholic faith. Further-

more in direct violation of Christian ethics Atahualpa had

64. Agustin de Zarate, The Discovery and Conquest of Peru,
trans., J. M. Cohen (Hammondsworth, England: PenguiiFBooks,
1968), p. 137.

65. Ibid., p. 75- 90.
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ordered the death of his rival brother Huascar, so that he

would not become the next Inca ruler. Fray Valverde did

persuade Atahualpa to convert to the Christian faith and to

accept baptism before execution. Now the Inca could die

a Christian, knowing that he had chosen the correct line of

action. Because of his changed attitude, Atahualpa was

given the honor of being garrotted (strangled) instead of

being burned alive.6 6

The Releciones of Francisco de Vitoria, the Spanish

jurist, are of prime importance for the study of the law of

the Indies and of the treatment accorded to the Incas deemed

the king's vassals. These famous lectures had been delivered

by Vitoria in Salamanca just before the debate between Las

Casas and Sepulveda, and it was logical that both debators

should use them. Sepulveda cited them in favor of his

generally forgotten passage in the Apologia which dealt with

the treatment of vassals. Generally, writers who cite

Vitoria tend to align him with Las Casas and against Sepul-

veda.67

The famous lectures are entitled in the 1565 edition

De Indis recenter invento relectio prior and De Indis, sive

de jure belli Hispanorum in barbaros, relectio posterior.

66. Pedro Cieza de Leon, The Second Part of the Chronicle
of Peru, trans. C. R. Markham, The Hakluyt Society, ser. 2,
54 (London: The Hakluyt Society, 1923): 47-48.

67. Francisco de Vitoria, De Indis et De iure belli relec-
tiones, ed., Ernest Nip (Wa9i'ington, D.C.: The Carnegie
Institute, 1917), p. 46.

I
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They were devoted to an examination of the titles which

Spain might put forward in order to justify her domination in

the New World. In this work Vitoria repudiates all theories,

whether based on the alleged superiority of the Christians,

or on their right to punish idolatry, or the mission which

might have been given them to propagate the true religion.

Vitoria raises the question of title by discovery, inventio,

the only title which was invokedK at the beginning of the

enterprises in the New World and the only title in virtue of

which Columbus sailed. However, he points out that this

title is a sufficient one only in connection with uninhabited

regions and that in the case in question, such as in Peru,

the barbarians were the real masters of the nation.

"According to the Law of Nations," he said, "that which has

no owner becomes the property of the seizer [sic], but the

possessions in Peru were under a master, the Incas, and

therefore do not come under the heading of discovery. . . ."68

Vitoria also repudiates the argument according to which

the. barbarians were under obligation to accept the Christian

faith. He maintains that they were in no way bound to believe

merely because they had been told the truth of the religion

of Christ. According to him, if they refuse to become

Christians after the proposal had merely been put before

them, that did not entitle the Spaniards to declare and make

68. Ibid., p. 51.
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war on them. In order that there may be a just cause of

war, those who are attacked must have committed some fault

justifying the attack of which they were object. This is

in accordance with the teaching of St. Augustine. 6 9

The major question, according to Vitoria, is whether

the Christian faith had been so propounded and announced to

the indigeneous peoples of the New World that they were

bound to recognize it. This concept Vitoria refused to

answer in the affirmative. "There have been no miracles

or manifestations which ought to have convinced them; there

have not even been examples of religious life; on the

contrary, the Spanish have been guilty of numerous scandals,

crimes and impieties." Vitoria further castigates the

conquistadors by asking, "Can infamous vices and morals

and bloody practices justify the making of war on those who

are guilty of them?"7 0  His primary teaching is that these

do not afford Spain a just cause of establishing domination

by force of .arms.

A page in the Apologia of Las Casas throws more light on

this question. One must recall that among the legitimate

titles for armed intervention in the Indies, Vitoria listed

"liberation of the innocents sacrificed to the idols," for

which Sepulveda cited him as a powerful authority. But this

inspired Las Casas to made the following comment.

69. Ibid. 70. Ibid.
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Sepulveda,/as clearly appears from the Latin text of
his Apologia, cited the most learned Vitoria in support
of his doctrine, saying that Vitoria approved of war
against these Indians. The reader of the two parts
of the Relection can easily satisfy himself that
Vitoria (1) proposed in the first part seven titles
which might appear to justify war against the Indians
and soundly refuted them; (2) cited in the second
part titles all or part of which might justify the-
transfer of jurisdiction over the Indians to the
Spaniards. Now, since the conditions that the
learned Father assumed were false, Sepulveda should 71
certainly not use the doctrine of Vitoria against me.

Also because Sepulveda based his doctine concerning life

and customs of the Incas on the Historia General of Oviedo,

Las Casas dedicated ten folio pages in his Apologia to

demolishing Oviedo whom he considered a prejudiced witness

72
since he had Indian slaves. Responding to the claim that

Indians were sodomites, he said; "I am one of those who

sailed to the New World . . . at a time when the Comendador

Bobadilla . . . was there. I made a most careful inquirey

[sic] into this matter and found that the wicked crime of

sodomy was completely absent or very rare among the Indians." 7 3

Findally Sepulveda claimed that the Papal Bull of

Alexander VI authorized the subjugation of the Indians by

war. But to Las Casas it meant only peaceful subjugation,

in the spirit of the testament of Queen Isabella. Las Casas

interpreted the phrase "we wish . . . that the barbarians are

oppressed" as referring not to the Indians, but to the Moors

of Granada.

71. Las Casas, Apologetica historia sumaria, p. 127.

72. Ibid., pp. 6-7. 73. Ibid. 74. Ibid., p. 78.
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Las Casas and Sepulveda were not the only Spaniards who

fought over the nature of the Indian in the sixteenth century.

Domingo de Santo Tomas announced, for example, in the prologue

to his Grammatica, o arte de la lengua general de los indios

del Peru that his principle intention was to demonstrate, by

his account of the beauties and subtleties of their language,

the falsity of the idea that the Peruvian Indians were bar-

barians. His work is a vivid illustration of the mental

awareness and perception of style which some Spaniards had.

Rather than considering the Incas irrational beasts, Santo

Tomas viewed the indigenous peoples as having'fanciful,

creative, and highly developed mental abilities.

In 1549 another Dominican friar, Domingo de Betanzos,

who had been a missionary in America for many years,

exemplified the Spanish preoccupation with Indian nature.

As an old man, Betanzos waivered in his earlier conviction

that the Indians were as incapable as children and ought

never to be raised to adulthood. Years before Betanzos had

applied the term bestias to the Indians in a memorial

presented to the Council of the Indies. On his deathbed in

Valladolid in 1549 he swore before a notary that he had

erred in his remarks about the Indians "through not knowing

75. Domingo de Santo Tomas, Grammatica o arte de la lengua
general de los indios del Per' (Valladolid, 1560; Facsimile
ed., Lima: Edicion del Instituto de Historia, 1951), p. 49.
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their language or because of some other ignorance," and

formally abjured the statements in the memorial.7 6

Probably the best example of the effect produced by

Las Casas and Sepulveda's arguments concerning the just title

Spain had to rule came about with the work of Viceroy Fran-

cisco de Toledo, one of the greatest administrators Spain

ever sent to Peru, who laid the foundation for Spanish policy

in the years 1569-1582. One of Toledo's earliest acts was

to execute Tupac Amaru, an Inca leader who refused to accept

Spanish rule. After this incident and while attempting to

establish title to Peru, Toledo undertook an extensive

historical investigation which attempted to demonstrate the

unjust nature of the Inca regime and at the same time to

destroy the doctrines of Las Casas. During the course of

the investigation Toledo accumulated an immense amount of

primary material on Inca history and customs designed to

demonstrate that Spain's rule in Peru was just by contrasting

it with the injustice of Indian rule.

Toledo took three'positive steps to combat Las Casas.

First, he inspired the composition of a treatise against the

friar's doctrines and postulates. Secondly, he embarked upon

the investigation of Inca rule by collecting the so-called

76. Lewis Hanke, The Spanish Struggle for Justice in the
Conquest of America (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1949)
pp. 11-16.

77. Roberto Levillier, Gobernantes del Peru, cartas y papeles
de siglo XVI, 2 (Madrid: Sucesores de Rivadeneyra, 1921): 57.
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"Informaciones;" and finally he arranged for the preparation

of the "true" history of the Peruvian past by Pedro Sarmiento

78
de Gamboa.

The "informaciones' were undertaken by Toledo for the

purpose of setting up a formal enquiry into the order and

ancient history of the Incas, the conquest of Tupac Yupanqui

(next to the last ruler before the Spanish conquest), the

institution of the curacas, Inca religious beliefs, and the

nature and customs of the Indians. Information was recorded

by means of interpreters from over two hundred Indians at

eleven different localities in Peru during the period from

November 1570 through March 1572, while Viceroy Toledo was

making his general inspection of Peru.8 0

It was been conjectured that the treatise Toledo had

drawn up on the customs of the Incas was written by Polo de

Ondegardo, but this is still a matter of speculation. The

Licenciado Polo did write a tract referred to as Los Errores

y Supersticiones de los Indios. In this work the author set

out to discredit-any positive aspects of the Inca civilization

by describing in great detail the superstitions and barbaric

customs of the Indians.8 1

78. Ibid.1, 2: 78. 79. Ibid.

80. Juan Polo de Ondegardo, Tratodo y auerigacion sobre los
errores y supersticiones de los indios, in ed. M. Serrano y
Sang, Coleccion de Librosy documentos referenetes a la
historia del Perdser. 1, 3 (Lima: Libreria e Impreint~Gil,
s.a., 1917): 304.

81. Ibid., p. 37.

l
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Polo devotes an entire chapter to the methods of sacri-

fice used by the Incas, thus hoping to illustrate clearly

that these Indians were savages, not rational men as were

the Spaniards. As an illustration Polo states that these

barbarians held numerous rituals in which the head of a

female llama was chopped into segments and offered to the

sun-god, Viracocha [sic], while the Indian populace sang

chants and various prayer songs. In Cuzco, Polo reported

that the Indians slaughtered many animals, eating some of

the raw flesh while offering the rest to their favorite

gods. In addition to the eating of raw meat obtained from

the guanaco, these Indians frequently chewed coca leaves

which put them into a stupified state for days at a time.

Children were also sacrificed once a year in a fertility

festival. By Polo's vivid descriptions of major Inca

customs and his desire to fill the reader's mind with all

sorts of barbaric imagery, one can see that Polo was of the

school of thought which condemned the Inca way of life, and

sought to further Spanish and Christian control over the

indigenous population.82

Few episodes in the colonial history of Peru have been

interpreted so many ways by modern hisotrians as the official

enquiry of Toledo undertaken to ascertain the moral aspects

of.the Inca's character. Clements Markham, Jose de la

82. Ibid., pp. 6-7.

l
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Riva-Aguero, Horacio Urteaga, and Philip A..Means believed

that Toledo organized this anti-Las Casas campaign in Peru

as a public spectacle to present the Incas as monsters of

cruelty and to falsify their history and customs in order

to make certain of Spain's just title. They state that "senile

and servile yes-men" were chosen as witnesses and that their

responses were directed as the situation warranted. In short,

these modern writers believe that Toledo deliberately

attempted to blacken the Incas.8 3

Roberto Levillier, the Argentine biographer of Toledo,

rejects this composite conclusion vehemently. He points

out that not one of these writers had available all of the

"informaciones," and insists that the enquiry was an honest

and important investigation which constituted a trustworthy

source of primary material on the Inca civilization at the

time of the Spanish conquest.8 4

In order to present an intermediate view of the struggle

between the two extremes on the Indian question this study

concludes with a brief discussion of the principles set forth

by Friar Joseph de Acosta who came to Peru with Toledo. Friar

Acosta (1540-1600) of the Religious Order of the Company of

Jesus wrote his famous Historia natural y moral de las Indias

83. Roberto Levillier, Don Francisco de Toledo, supremo
organi,ador del Peru. su vida,,su obra 2-(Buenos Aires:
Colecion de publicaciones historicas de la Biblioteca del
Congreso Argentino, 1935): 11-13.

84. Ibid., 2: 182-95.
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in 1589 in which he discusses in vivid detail noteworthy

information concerning the sky, elements, metals, plants,

and animals as well as the rites, ceremonies, laws, and

governing system of the Indians. In his study Acosta

demonstrates a great deal of the traditionalism for which

his era was so renowned. 8 5

Looking at the "historia moral" sector of the treatise

one can first of all observe that Acosta expressly limits

his study to the indigenous-world of both Mexico and Peru,

according to the accepted Spanish viewpoint conferning

Christian intervention. Interjected subtlely in with historic

description of Indian customs in an attempt to explain the

modes and methods employed by the Spaniards in dominating

86
the Indians.

Following the same argument as Sepulveda, Acosta states

that the Indians of Peru had no knowledge of a true and

Christian God; instead they preferred to be guided by the

elements of air and fire as if they were special powers.

These Indians glorified the stars in a barbaric manner, and

their thoughts and actions did not follow the paths of rea-

sons. Worship of birds, beast, and evil acts was prevalent

in Peru, since the Indians did not know natural law and their

true Creator.8 7

85. Joseph de-Acosta, Historia natural y moral de las Indias,
ed., Edmundo O'Forman (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Econoimica,
1962), p. XII.

86. Ibid., pp. XXV-XXVI. 87. Ibid., p. 223.
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Even though Acosta believed that the Indians were not

capable of governing themselves properly, he felt that they

should not be treated unjustly and with vengeance, but rather

with divine guidance such as had been suggested by Las Casas.

In this way the Indians could be molded into respectable men.

Acosta posits that it was the devil who made the Indians

perform vicious and barbarous acts. This was because the

devil was the enemy of God and all respectable men. If the

Indians were shown the true faith they would be able to ward

off the devil with their new found knowledge.8 8

In general, Acosta saw the Indians as irrational men

who needed guidance by a higher source and a director of

their moral actions. Although Acosta went into illustrative

detail concerning the more uncivilized aspects of the Indian

cultures of both Mexico and Peru, he did not see the Incas

solely as inhuman barbarians. One can see this point

because Acosta gives background information concerning the

physical aspects of the Incas' character and various

positive aspects of their varied and complex society. He

bestowed great praise on the Inca's governmental system and

detailed infrastructure. Viewing the Inca's as misdirected

children lost in the abyss of irrationality, Acosta felt that

they were not too barbaric to accept Christian ethic and

teaching. The solution, as Acosta saw it, was for the

88. Ibid., p. 214.
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Spaniards to attempt to impose the Christian faith on a cult

of idol worshippers so that they would be saved from eternal

damnation. 89

When the two sons of the Inca Huayna Capac, Huascar and

Atahualpa were fighting against each other, Pizarro landed

near Tumbez and began the assault on Peru. This was the

formidable clash of two different civilizations: the indivi-

dualistic Europeans, brutal and greedy, but full of initia-

tive and daring, and the Incas with their strong spirit,

ruled by superstition and ritual. Fortune seemed to smile

on boldness and the Indian empire fell to the Christians in

their lust for fame and wealth. When evaluating the doctrines

of the conquistadors concerning the Indians it would be

foolish to compare states as dissimilar as Peru and Spain--

the one all order and obedience, the other aflame with moral

ardor and zeal. Teaming with exurberance and a penchant for

religion, Spain gave birth to the human type that carried to

the extreme limits the good and evil qualities of the race

which were personified in the conquistador of the sixteenth

century.90 Impelled more by passion than reflective will;

more responsive to the spirit of camaraderie than a pressing

sense of moral righteousness; mystical, sensual, ambitious,

and wily; valiant and resolute; the conquistador of Peru was

89. Ibid.

90. Louis Baudin, Daily Life in Peru Under the Last Incas,
trans., Winifred Bradford (London: G. Allen and Unwin, 1961),
p. 23.
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the most perfect representative of the term castiasmo (pride

in birth). 9 1

Some view it as a mistake to regard the conquerors and

their scholastic supporters at home in Spain as simple

bandits in search of gold and amusement. One need only

review the composition of Pizarro's company to see former

criminals and ruffians. These were desperate men in search

of fame and wealth; they were not concerned with the legitimacy

of their deeds or for the Indians whom they robbed and raped.

The following incident shows the nature of these men. After

the capture of the Inca at Cajamarca, several soldiers sug-

gested to Pizarro that the hands of Indian prisoners be cut

off. 92 Fortunately, not all Spaniards had such little

regard for Indian welfare. For alongside these ill-tempered

conquistadors one finds Francisco Jerez, Miguel de Estete,

Bartolome Ruiz, Pedro Sancho, Cristobal de Molina, and Juan

de Betanzos.

However, from reading chronicler's accounts as well as

royal records of the conquest era, this writer concludes

that men like Las Casas were rare indeed. There were

influential men in Spain who wrote tracts condemning the

atrocious policies followed by. numerous Spaniards. Many

of these treatises did not help save the Indian during the

91. Ibid.

92. Zarate, The Discovery and Conquest of Peru, p. 84.
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conquest period, but rather in later years when Spanish

colonial administration had been forced upon the Peruvians.

One cannot forget the testament of S. de Leguizmo on

Spanish atrocities nor the Noticias secretas of Juan y Ulloa

which constituted overwhelming indictments against the Spanish

system of Indian administration.93 The crimes of the Span-

iards against the Incas were innumerable, from the murder of

Atahualpa to the rape of the Virgins of the Sun, the demolition

of the Indian's royal palaces and the looting of the royal

warehouses. "The Spaniards did more harm in four years,"

says Ondegardo, "than the Incas had done in four hundred."9 4

Because of Spanish policies toward the Incas, the entire

Peruvian empire was fragmented by 1550. Knowing nothing of

the Inca system, the Spaniards unwittingly perverted it.

Civil wars, epidemics, excessive forced labor, and over-work

in the mines of Potosi all brought about a rapid decline in

the Inca population. Nothing made more depressing reading

than the chapters in Cieza de Leon's Cronica in which he

describes the abandonment of formerly rich valleys to

Spanish rule. The burdens laid upon the Indians became

93. Diego de Almagro, "Letter of Diego de Almagro, 8 May
1534," Coleci'on de documentos del Archivo de Indias, 42
(Seville: Publicationes del Instituto de iinestigaciones
historicos, 1842);

94. Juan Polo de Ondegardo, Relacion acerca del linaje de
los Incas y como conquistaron y acerca del notable danoque
resulta de no guardar a estos yndios sus fueros in Colecion
de documents, in6ditos relativos al descubrimiento, conquista,
y colonizacion de las posesiones espallolas en Amrica y
Oceania sacadas en su major parte del Real Archivo de Indias,
17 (Madrid: Sucesores de Rivadeneyra, 1872): 29-34.
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heavier as the number of those on whom they fell decreased.

One blatant aspect of the ruthlessness of the conquest was

that the native Inca chiefs, no longer subject to the Inca's

rule became too numerous. Following the example of the

Spaniards, they acquired a taste for luxurious living and

the desire for pleasure. And so they, too, eventually began

to tyrannize their own kind.95  Thus came aboutshle destruc-

tion and a reorganization of an ancient and highly cultivated

civilization. In the wake- of the new era of Hispanization

a people and their sacred traditions were destroyed so that

Christian glory might flourish in their place.

95. Cieza de Leon, The Second Part of the Chronicle of
Peru, p. 78.
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CHAPTER IV

EUROPEAN OBSERVATIONS ON THE RITES AND CUSTOMS

OF THE INCAS

The empire of Peru, at the beginning of the Spanish

invasion, stretched along the Pacific in a line which describes

the western boundaries of the modern republics of Ecuador,

Peru, Bolivia and Chile. The face of the country would

appear to be unfavorable to the purposes of agriculture and

internal communication. Nevertheless,' the genius and

industry of the Indians were sufficient to overcome impe-

diments of nature. By a judicious system of canals and

subterranean aqueducts, the wastelands on the coast were

refreshed by streams, and terraces. were raised upon the

steep sides of the Cordillera. An industrious population

settled along the lofty regions of the plateau. Communica-

tion was maintained between these numerous settlements by

means of the great roads which traversed the mountain passes

and opened an easy communication between the capital and the

remotest extremities of the empire.

The source and power of this civilization is traced to

the valley of Cuzco, the central part -of Peru as its name

1. Agustin de Zarate, The Discovery and Conquest of Peru,
trans., J. M. Cohen (Hammondsworth , England: Penguin Books.,
1968), p. 32.
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implies. It is in Cuzco, the seat of the Incas, that the rise

of the rulers' political and social-dominance becomes evident. 2

The origin of the empire is lost in the mists of fable.

According to the tradition most familiar to the chroniclers,

there was a time when the ancient races of the continent

were all plunged into barbarism. This was a period in which

people worshipped objects of nature indiscriminately, made

war as a pasttime, and feasted on the flesh of their captives.

The Sun, the great parent of mankind, taking compassion on

the degraded condition of the people, sent two of his children,

Manco-Capac and Mama Ocllo, to gather the natives into

communities and teach them the arts of civilized life. This

celestial pair, brother and sister, husband and wife, advanced

to Lake Titicaca. They had with them a golden wedge and were

directed to take up their residence on the spot where the

sacred emblem should sink effortlessly into the ground.

Cuzco proved to be the spot, so there the Children of the

Sun established their residence and began their mission to

the natives. Manco Capac taught the men the arts of agri-

culture and Mama Ocllo initiated her own sex into the skills

of art and weaving. The simple people lent a willing ear to

the messengers from heaven and gathered together to lay the

foundation of the city of Cuzco.

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid., p. 37; and Juan de Betanzos, Suma y harracion de
los Incas in M. Werrano y Sanz, ed., Coleccion de libros y
documentos referentes a la historia del Peri5, se. 2, 8 ~
(Lima: San Marti y ca., 1924): 82-84.
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This tradition is only one of several which were held

by Peruvian Indians and not the one most generally received.

Another legend speaks of certain white and bearded men who,

advancing from the shores of Lake Titicaca, established an

ascendency over the natives and imparted to them the know-

ledge of civilization It reminds one of the tradition

existing among the Aztecs with respect to Quetzalcoatl,

the good deity, who came up from the great plateau from the

east on a benevolent mission to the natives. The analogy

is the more remarkable as there is no trace of contact

between the two nations.5

Zarate lends another opinion to the subject of Inca

creation. In his introductory chapters he claims that

because the Incas had no system of writing, they were

ignorant of their origin. Furthermore he insists that they

had no knowledge of the story of the creation or the Flood.

Later Zarate contradicts this statement by explaining that

the Peruvians had some confused knowledge of the Flood,

though they did not know that Noah was saved in the Ark.6

Instead the Indians themselves said that there came from

the north a man without bones or joints, who shortened or

4. Pedro Cieza de Leon, Del Senorio de los Incas (Buenos
Aires: Ediciones Argentinas l'solar," 1943), cap. III.

5. Bernal Diaz del Castillo, The Conquest of New Spain, trans.,
J. M. Cohen (Hammandswortt, England: Penguin Books, 1963),
pp. 245-48.

6. Zarate, The Discovery and Conquest of Peru, p. 47.
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lengthened the road he walked according to his wishes, and

raised and levelled the mountains as. he pleased. This man

created the Indians of that time, and because these people

displeased him, he made the country sandy. He also decreed

that rain should never fall there, but sent them rivers that

flow there so that they could have water. The child of the

sun and moon was called "Con." The Indians of Peru considered

him a god, and they worshipped him, saying to the people

that he gave them the grasses and wild fruit for their

nourishment.7

Afterwards there came another man from the south with

more power than the first. He was called Pachacamac, which

means Creator, and was also the son of the sun and moon.

On his arrival Con disappeared, leaving the men he had made

without a leader or protection. Pachacamac then :created

the modern Indians and taught them how to till the earth and

grow crops. They considered Pachacamac a god, and all the

princes of the land wished to be buried when they died in the

place where he dwelt. The Indians say that Pachacamac lived

there for many centuries up to the time when the Christians

came to Peru; but he disappeared. Zarate on this note inter-

jects that "this makes one think that it must have been some

devil who thus unhappily deceived them, and put all these

extravagant and foolish notions in their heads." 8

7. Ibid. 8 8.ibid.
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In every province of Peru Zarate related there were

chieftains called curacas or caciques. These ,chieftains

kept peace among the Indians and were their captains in the

wars against their neighbors. There was no ruler-in-chief

in the country until the coming of an extremely warlike

people from the direction of Collao across Lake Titicaca.

These particular Indians wore their hair cropped and had

pierced ears into which they put round pieces of gold that

gradually stretched them. These people were called orejas

or "ears." The first of these was called Zapolla Inca--

Inca meaning lord--though some said they called him the

9Inca Viracocha which signified sea-foam or grease.

These Incas began by establishing themselves in Cuzco,

and from there subjugated the whole country. Their rule was

by succession. When a king died he was immediately succeeded

not by any of his children but by the eldest of his younger

brothers, if he had more than one. Then after his death the

succession returned to the eldest son of the previous ruler,

from him to his brother, then straight from that brother to

the eldest son of his elder brother and so on. By this law

of succession there could hardly fail to be an heir.1 0

This reference to the selection of an heir was in Zarate's

Antwerp edition of 1555. The Seville edition of 1577, perhaps

9. Ibid.

10. GarcIaso de la Vega, Comentarios Reales (Madrid: Emece
Editores., 1918), .p. 71.
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altered after Zarate's death, tells a different story,

describing the succession in this way: "After. that, the

succession to the country went to the most powerful, not

by legitimate right of inheritance but by violence and

tyranny. The only right was the right of arms." 1 In

the Inca succession, the lordship came to one Huayna Capac

(which means rich youth) who extended the Peruvian empire

to its greatest extent and imposed his law and justice most

widely, bringing order and civilization to distant frontiers.

It seemed to Zarate ..incredible that a barbarous and unlettered

people could have ruled in so orderly a way, or that the

rulers could have been so loved and obeyed by their subjects.1 2

Louis Baudin in his work, A Socialist Empire: the Incas

of Peru admits that the Peruvian system was imposed by force.

However, he posits that because of the support lent them by

their religion and as a result of their own shrewd policy,

the Incas achieved the miracle of transforming fear into

love. Their divine character was evidenced by the victor-

ies of their armies and the magnificance of their, court. The

gifts that they distributed so generously among the chiefs,

the order and peace that they caused to prevail, all combined

11. Agustin de, Zarate, Historia del descubrimiento y con-
quisto del Peru, in Biblioteca deautores espanoles desde
la formation del lenguaie hasta nuestros dias 26 (Madrid:
Sucesores J. Sanchez de Ocana y Cia, 1947): 474-79.

12. Joseph de Acosta, Historia natural y moral de Las Indias,
ed., Edmundo O'Gorman (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Ecionomica,
1962), p. 47.
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to win for them the hearts of their subjects. The Indian

had nothing to do but obey. According to Baudin "nothing

is easier than to obey a master who is perhaps exacting, but

who rules over all details of life, assure's one's daily

bread and makes it possible to banish all concern from the

mind." "The Incas were extremely well loved," declared

Cieza de Leon. "Without any doubt, the respect and affection

that these people had for their Incas was great," said Joseph

P. Acosta.1 3

G. H. S. Bushnell, another modern author, also agrees

that the Incas were greatly esteemed by their people.

Because of his supposed direct descent from the sun, the

Inca was worshipped as a god during his lifetime as well as

after his death. His despotism was a benevolent one, and

he cared for the material welfare of his people, because he

knew that this was necessary for the prosperity of the state

and his own well-being.1 4

One can see the reverence which the Indians had for

their leader in the following incident, related by Blas

Valera. When Huayna Capac left the city of Cuzco with his

13. Louis Baudin, A Socialist Empire: The Incas of Peru,
trans., Katherine Woods (Princeton, New Jersey: PrTnceton
University Press, 1961), p./200; Pedro Cieza de Leon, Prima
parte de la cronica del Peru, trans., C. R. Markham in The
Travels of-Pedro CiezaWde Leon, The Hakluyt Society, ser. 1
33 (London: The HakluytSociety, 1864): 36; and Acosta,
Historia natural y moral, p. 72.

14. G. H. S. Bushnell, Peru (New York: Praeger, 1956), p. 115.
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army to conquer the province of Quinto about 500 leagues

away, he took the mountain route. Because he encountered

such difficulties in crossing the sierra, gorges, and

precipices along the way, the people decided to build him

a new road by which to return. By the time he had won the

victory, they had built a broad, smooth road over the entire

range of the sierra, breaking and levelling the crags where

necessary and filling the gorges with stones, sometimes to

a depth of forty feet. This road was said to have been so

smooth that when finished a laden cart could be driven over

i. 15it.

Still the Indians were not content to have built this

remarkable work. When Huayna Capac decided to return to

the Province of Quinto they built him another road. Across

the valleys they built a road almost forty feet in width

with stout mud-brick walls from end to end. When these

roads left the valleys thay continued them over the sandy

desert, driving in lines of poles and stakes so that one

could not lose his way or wander to either side. The road

ran for 500 leagues also and though the poles in the desert

were broken in many places, beacuse the Spaniards used them

for firewood, the walls in the valleys stood complete during

the conquest. Thus, Huayna Capac went by one road and

15. Ibid., p. 128.
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returned by the other, wherever he was expected to pass, the

way was always scattered with sweet-smelling flowers and

branches.16

The male descendents of each Emperor formed what was

called the royal ayllus, and these formed the original

aristocracy, the Incas by blood. The word ayllu denoted

the groups into which the Andean tribes were divided. This

ayllu appeared to have been a kin group, an enlarged family

or group of families, with descent in the male line and

marriages which took place within the group. The Inca made

use of the ayllus of conquered tribes, but regrouped them

if necessary to make village units of a convenient size.

Each ayllu held lands which. were divided into three portions--

one for the Emperor, one for the Sun, and one for the ayllu

itself. 17

The administration of these and smaller divisions

required a multitide of officials, and by the time -of the

Spanish conquest a twofold noble class had been evolved--

the Incas who held the higher posts and the curacas, who were

less impostant. The original Incas by blood, the royal

ayllus, were insufficient to fill all the higher posts, and

Pachacuti created a new class of Incas by privilege, derived

from other Quechua-speaking tribes. The curacas included

16. Ibid., p. 125; and Betanzos, Suma y narracion, p. 92.

17. Garcilaso de la .Vega, Comentarios Reales, p. 97.
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some of the chiefs of conquested tribes who had submitted

without opposition, and they had charge of administrative

units of 100 taxpayers and upwards. Both classes were

hereditary and exempt from taxation.18

Women were not free from organization and control. An

Indian official visited the villages at regular intervals to

inspect any girls who had reached the age of ten. He

divided them into two classes; those of special beauty or

promise were sent to be educated in special institutions by

the state or reserved for sacrifice and special occasions.

The rest were left behind. These were married in due course

to the .boys of the village by the curaca, who picked their

mates for them. Those who were taken away were placed in

"convents" called Accla-Huasi, the House of Chosen Women, in

the provincial capitals. Here they learned such things as

spinning, weaving, and cooking. Those destined for sacrifice

were regarded as fortunate since they were assured a life of

ease and comfort in the world to come. The others were

divided into those who would be given as wives to the nobles

or successful warriors by the grace of the Emperor. Other

were dedicated in perpetual chastity to the service of the

19temples and shrines.

18. Cieza de Leon, Senorio de los Incas, p. 216.

19. Betanzos, Suma y narracion, p. 103.
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Under the Inca's political system there were regular

tribunals of justice, consisting of magistrates in each of

the small communities, with jurisdiction over petty offenses,

while those of a graver character were carried out before

superior judges, usually the governors of the districts.

These judges all held their authority and received their

support from the Crown, by which they were appointed and

removed at pleasure. They were obliged to determine every

suit in five days from the time it was brought before them,

and there was no appeal from one tribunal to the other. Yet

there were important decisions for the security of justice.

A committee of visitors patrolled the kingdom at certain

times to investigate the character and conduct of the magis-

trates. The inferior courts were also required to make

monthly returns of their proceedings to the higher ones.20

The laws were few but exceedingly severe. They related

almost wholly to criminal matters. Few other laws were needed

by a people who had no money, little trade, and hardly any-

thing that could be called fixed property. The crimes of

theft, adultery, and murder were all capital offenses. The

crimes of blasphemy against the Sun and "malediction" of the

Inca were also punished with death. Removing landmarks,

turning a stream away from a neighbor's land onto one's own,

and burning a house were all severely punished. The Inca

20. Ibid.
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allowed no abstacle to those facilities of communication so

essential to the maintenance of public order. A rebellious

city or province was laid waste, and its inhabitants exter-

minated. Rebellion against the "Child of the Sun" was the

greatest of all crimes.2 1

The simplicity and severity of the Peruvian code may be

thought to infer a state of society but little advanced, one

which had few of those complex interests and relations which

grow up in a civilized community. Peruvian institutions,

however, must be regarded from a different point of view

from those of other nations. The laws emanated fromtthe

sovereign, and that sovereign had a divine commission. To

violate the law was not only to insult the majesty of the

throne; it was sacrilege. The slightest offense viewed in

this light merited death, and the gravest could incur no

heavier penalty. Yet in the infliction of. their punishments

the Inca showed no unnecessary cruelty; and the sufferings of

the victim were not prolonged by the ingenious ,torments so

frequent among barbarous nations.2 2

The impositions on the Peruvian people seem to have

been quite heavy. On the Indians rested the whole burden of

maintaining not only their own order, but every order in the

21. Cristobal de Molina, Relacion de las fabulas y ritos de
los Incas, trans., C. R. Markham, Th~e Fables and Rites of Bse
Incas, The Hakluyt Society, ser., 1, 48 (London: The Haku7Uyt
Society, 1873): 78.

22. William H. Prescott, A History of the Conquest of Peru
(New York: The Modern Library, n.d.), p. 32.
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state. The members of the royal house, the great nobles,

and even the public functionaries and the priests were

exempt from taxation. The whole duty of defraying the

expenses of the government devolved on the people. This,

however, was not materially different from conditions in

most parts of Europe, where the various privileged classes

claimed exemption.2 3

The great hardship in the case of the Peruvian was that

he could not better his condition. His labors were for

others rather than for himself. However industrious, he

could not add to his own possessions, nor advance himself

on the social scale. The universal motive of bettering one's

lot was lost on him. As he was born, so he was to die. Even

his time could not be properly be called his own. Without

money, with little property of any kind, he paid taxes in

labor. Sloth was a crime against the state, and to be

wasteful of time was to rob the exchequer.2 4

If no man could become rich in Peru, no man could

become poor. No spendthrift could waste his waterial wealth

in luxury. No adventurous schemer could impoverish his family

by the spirit of speculation. The law was constantly directed

to enforce a steady industry and management of his affairs.

No mendicant was tolerated in Peru. When a man was reduced

24. Ibid.

l

23. Ibid.
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by poverty or misfortune, the arm of the law was stretched

to minister relief. 2 5

The very condition of his being seemed to be at war with

change. He moved on in the same unbroken circle in which

his children were to follow. It was the object of the Incas

to infuse into their subjects ,a spirit of passive obedience

and tranquillity, a perfect acquiescence in the established

order of things. In this they finally succeeded. The

Spaniards who first visited the country were emphatic in

their testimony that no government could have been better

suited to the genius of the people, and no people could

have appeared more contented with their lot or more devoted

to their government.2 6

Many of the early Spaniards and conquistadors carefully

observed the political organization adopted by the Incas

and recorded all that they noticed. One such man was

Baltasar de Ovando, or, as he is more familiarly referred

to, Reginaldo de Lizarraga. He came to America with his

family in 1560 at the age of fifteen and entered the Domini-

can Order. Because of his religious fervor he was named

Bishop of Potosi in 1596 by Philip II. Lizarraga had a vital

interest in the New World, and his own political ideology.

Throughout his life he was dually interested in religion

25. Pedro de Qu-iroga, Libro Intitulado de La Verdad (Seville:
Tipografia Zarzuela Elvarez Quintero, 1922), pp. 15-17.

26. Ibid.
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and politics, and although he was a Spaniard by birth, he

remained loyal to the New World. 2 7

One of the Lizarraga's central interests was studying

the governing power of the Inca as well as their political

system. According to this Dominican it was well known under

what condition the poor Indians were forced to live under

because civil laws were rigorous and penalties for most

infractions was death. Those who stole were executed. The

same punishment was metted out if one neighbor harrassed

another. It was also necessary that all of the Indians work

diligently on behalf of the state. Also the Indian homes

did not have locks or doors and no one was permitted to

enter the home of another, or take his supply of seeds for

planting time. All food was to be shared among the ayllu in

a common harvest so here was no need for anyone to be hungry

and tempted into crime.2 8

Lizarraga also observed that one was not permitted to

lie or tell tales of fantasy or to cajole another Indian

needlessly. For this too, was punishable by death. If an

Indian and his family were bothered the Indian could report

the offense to a governor or captain of the Inca who would

investigate the matter promptly. When an officer of the Inca

27. Reginaldo/de Lizarraga, Descripcion breve de toda la
tierra del Peru, Tucuman, Rio de la Plata y ChiTe in Revista
del Instituto Historico del7Pei,7T2 (LimaY Imprenta American,
1908), p. VI.

28. Ibid.

!
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approached the accused he would always bring with him a

curaca or orejon to serve as witness and to note carefully

all that took place. Nothing else was necessary for the

guilty always confessed and were promptly punished. 2 9

If a major crime were committed against the state, the

culprit would be brought before the Inca himself for a

hearing. And the Inca would say: "Este agrovio he oido, con

esta oreja derecha, que has hecho; la izquierda te he guardado

para oir tu disculpa di la verdad." If guilty the man would

lose his life. If he was not guilty but had lied he would

receive a lesser penalty.3 0

Fear of the Inca and fear of the strict laws prevented

people from lying or committing crimes such as adultery. In

this way they showed allegiance to the Inca. Frequently

parents of delinquent children paid for the offense of their

offspring with their own lives. Lizarraga had heard it said

that in the times of Atahualpa Francisco Pizarro once declared,

"El mejor reino tienes del mundo, pero cada tercer ano, si

te han de servir bien estos indios has de matar la tercera

parte de ellas." Pizarro, according to the Dominican,

saw the Inca as a cruel tyrant who ruled over his lands with

the vengeance of a wild animal. Pizarro claimed that the

29. Ibid. 30. Ibid., p. 82.

31. Pedro Cieza de Leon, Senorio de los Incas, p. 63; and
Roberto Levillier, ed., Gobernantes d TlPerd 4 (Madrid:
Sucesores de 7.Rivadeneyra, 1921):102.
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Indians did not live by a virtuous code by which the evil

were punished to preserve the morals of the society, but that

the cruel nature of the Inca and his people demanded that

blood be shed as an example to all. 3 2

Lizarraga refutes this statement by Pizarro and says

that the nature of the Indians who were born in a wild

environment merited the need for strict discipline. Accord-

ingly, the Inca was lending himself to the promotion of a

stable society by punishing crimes which were in direct

conflict with the laws of God. It was because of the

authority of the Inca that the uncivilized nation of Peru

could be kept orderly. Also, due to the need to pay the

annual tribute all Indians worked so hard that they were

kept from evil temptations.3 3

Another early Spanish friar of the Augustinian sect,

Jeronimo Roman y Zamora did not agree with Lizarraga.

Always interested in history, Roman y Zamora was named

chronicler of his order in 1573 by the Reverend Tadeo Perusino.

Through his numerous writings, which include works on the

saints of the Catholic Church and ,Republicas del Mundo, one

can see that the theme of each centers on a man of good faith

who attempts to bring Christianity to the faithless.3 4

32. Ibid. 33. Lizarraga, Descripcion breve, pp. 67-69.

34. Jeronimo Roman y Zamora, Republicas de Indias, Idolatrias
y gobierno en Mexico y Peru antes de La conquista (Madrid:
U. Suarez, 1897), p. 18.
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In order to have background material for his Republicas

de Indias, Idolatrias y gobierno en Mexico y Peru antes de la

conquista, Roman y Zamora read carefully the Decadas Oceanicas

of Peter Martyr as well as the histories of both Gomara and

Oviedo.. Relying on the Papal Bull of Pope Alexander VI,

Roman -y Zamora attempted to prove his premise that the

conquistadors came to the New World for the express purposes

of discovering land for the Crown and to expurge the demons

and idols from these foreign lands. 3 5

The Incas were not a well disciplined civilization in

Roman y Zamora's estimation, but rather a barbaric and

cruel people devoid of god and possessed by the Devil.

The friar wished to employ his writings to show how lucky

the Christians were to be ruled under so despotic a system.
j

Roman y Zamora felt that the Inca political system was use-

less because they did not know of their origin like people

in other nations. It was the duty of the priests to show

the indigenous population that their souls were immortal,

and that if they obeyed Christian laws they would live

forever in heaven. Roman y Zamora mentioned that when the

Incas had accepted the true religion they would then be able

to govern in a more humane manner. Of all the laws enforced

by the Inca, the one dealing with adultery seemed to be most

pleasing to the friar; for he deemed it a step into the

35. Ibid., p. 17.
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realm of decency. Also it is noteworthy to mention that

Roman y Zamora blamed all of the bad habits of the Indians on

their lack of a written language. This lack of skill showed

a "deficiency" in their civilization.3 6

The Viceroy, Don Francisco de Toledo, who governed Peru

from 1569-1581, was also interested in the political founda-

tion upon which Inca rule rested. During his term in Peru

Toledo caused reports to be made for the information of

Philip II. These reports were designed to prove that the

Incas were in fact usurpers and that the Spaniards had a

just and legal claim to the kingdom of Peru. Thirteen

reports were drawn from Cuzco, Guamanga, Xauxa, Yucay and

other places which formed the Informaciones, a folio of

273 leaves. This officially commissioned report was investi-

gated and drawn up by Pedro Sarmiento de Gamboa.3 7

The historian, Captian Gamboa, was a gifted but "reckless"

man. While pursuing Francis Drake in 1567 in the Pacific, he

discovered the Solomon Islands; he was also the inventor of

several nautical instruments. Being a favorite of the Viceroy,

Francisco de Toledo (who twice saved him from the Inquisitors),

he was employed to compile a history of the Incas, to be

written so as to counteract the "unfortunate" impressions that

the books of Las 'Casas had left in Europe. He traveled much

in Peru, forcing all of the surviving lords to admit that the

36. Ibid., p. 34.

37. Pedro Sarmiento de Gamboa, History of the Inca, trans.,
C. R. Markham, The Hakluyt Society ser. 2, 2T(London: The
Hakluyt Society, 1907): XX.
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Incas were tyrannical, cruel and oppressive. Then, so the

document would have some semblance of truth, he had the

entire work read before forty Indians of "good birth" and

compelled them to verify its truth. 3 8

This History of the Incas by Sarmiento is one of the

more authentic and reliable to appear in the sixteenth

century. It was compiled from carefully attested evidence

of the Incas themselves, taken under official sanction.

There were many descendants of the original ayllus living

near Cuzco in 1572, and the leading members of the community

were examined under oath. In this way Sarmiento had oppor-

tunities of obtaining additional information which had been

passed down through Inca families.39

No one can supercede the honest and impartial old

soldier, Pedro Cieza de Leon, as regards the charm of his

style and the confidence to be placed in his opinions, nor

the "Inca" Garcilaso de la Vega as regards his reminiscences

and his fascinating -love for people. Molina and Pachacutu

give much fuller details respecting the ceremonial festivals

and religious beliefs. Polo de Ondegardo and Santilla n

supply much fuller and more reliable information concerning

the laws and administration of the Incas. It is in the

historical narrative and the correct order of events that

38. Ibid., p. XXI. 39. Ibid.
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Sarmiento, owing to his exceptional means of collecting

accurate information excels all other writers.4 0

There is one serious blemish. Sarmiento's book was

written not only to supply interesting information but with

an object. Bishop Las Casas had made Europe ring with

stories of the cruelties of the Spaniards in the Indies and

the injustice and inequity of their conquests. Toledo used

this narrative for the purpose of making a reply to the

Bishop. Under his instructions Sarmiento stated the Viceroy's

argument, which was that the King of Spain was the rightful

sovereign of Peru because the Incas had usurped their power

by conquest and had been guilty of acts of cruelty. Hence

the constant repetition of such phrases as "cruel tyrany"

and "usurping tyrant," and the -numerous interpolations of

the Viceroy himself, which are quite obvious. Philip II

never seems to have endorsed the argument of his Viceroy,

while his father prohibited the circulation of a book by

by Sepulveda which contained a similar argument. Sarmiento's

work also was not published at the time of its writing.4

The administration of the Viceroy Toledo, 1569-1581, forms

a landmark in the history of Peru. Toledo found the country

in an unsettled state with its entire administrative system

40./ Ibid., p. 2. Also Cieza de Leon, Prima parte de la
cronica del Peru, p. 65; and Molina, Relacion de lai fiabulas
y ritos de los Incas, p. 92.

41. Sarmiento de Gamboa, History of the Inca, pp. 8-10;
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out of gear. Though no longer young, he entered upon the

gigantic task of establishing an orderly government and

resolved personally to visit every part of the vast territory

under his rule.4 2

This stupendous undertaking occupied him for five years.

He was accompanied by ecclesiastics, by men well versed in

the language of the Incas and in their administrative policy.

These were the Bishop of Popayan, Augustin de la Coruna, the

Augustine friars Juan Vivero and Francisco del Corral, the

Jesuit and well known author Joseph P. Acosta, the Inquisitor

Pedro Ordoiez Flores, the Viceroy's chaplain and confessor,

and the learned lawyer Juan Matienzo.4 3

Toledo was endowed with indefatigable zeal for public

service, great energy and extraordinary powers of application.

He took the opinions of others, weighed them carefully and

considered them before he adopted any course. But he was also

narrow minded and obstinate; when he had determined a measure

nothing could alter him.

One of the first issues which Toledo dealt with was the

question of the position of yanaconas or domestic servants

and that of forced service. Both of these institutions had

existed in Incarial times. What Toledo felt was needed were

moderate laws for the protection of the servants and conscripts

and the enforcement of such laws. The Viceroy allowed one-

seventh of the adult male population in each village to be

42. Ibid., p. 28. 43. Ibid., p. 40.
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made liable for service in the mines, fixed the distance they

could be taken from their homes, and made rules for their

proper treatment. It must be noted that the mita, as it

was called, was afterwards an instrument of cruel oppression,

that rules were disregarded, and that it helped to depopulate

the country.4 4

Toledo's worst mistake was :the policy he adopted with

regard to the family of the Inca. He desired to establish

the position of the King of Spain without a rival. There-

fore he sought to malign the preceding dynasty, persecuted

the descendants of the Incas, and committed an act of cruel

injustice. Toledo, showing himself to be a tyrant, resolved

to put the innocent young prince, Tupac Amaru, to death.

The native population was overwhelmed with grief. The

Spaniards were horrified themselves when the judicial murder

took place -in December, 1571.45

There was astonishing audacity on the part of Toledo in

basing his arguments on the alleged cruelty and tyrany of the

Incas, when he was engaged in the tyranical prosecution of

the Inca's relations and the hideous torture of his followers.

His arguments made no impression on the mind of Philip II.

When Toledo presented himself on his return from Peru, the

King angrily exclaimed; "Go away to your house; for I sent you

to serve kings; and you went to kill kings."4 6

44. Ibid., pp. 56-57. 45. Ibid., pp. 100-02.

46. Ibid., p. 119.
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Sarmiento dedicated his work to the King. It is inter-

esting to note the wording of his preface. From these solemn

words one can easily ascertain Sarmiento's position on the

Indian question.

. . . But what I say is that for a King who complies
so well with the obligation of liberality, and who
gives so much, it is necessary that he should
possess much; for nothing is so suitable for a prince
as possessions and riches for his gifts and liber-
alities . . . Hence the glory of a king consists
in his possessing many vassals, and the abatement
of his glory is caused by the diminution of the
numbers of his subjects. 4 7

Sarmiento bestowed numerous praises on Viceroy Toledo.

He described how the Viceroy set up a strong government in

the Santa Cruz de la Sierra, to enable it to check and

punish the Chirihuanas, eaters of human flesh. He carefully

pointed out Toledo's devotion to duty when he says that

Toledo's determination was to travel over the country and

to make a general visitation of it, during which time it

appeared that he had remedied many faults. Another thing

that the Viceroy did was to teach the Indians the meaning

of Christian Doctrine and reduce the people of villages into

congregations, because many of the Incas had lived in rough

terrain like wild savages, worshipping idols as in the time of

the great Incas. Orders were given to stop their public

drinking bouts, their concubinage, and their worship of idols

and devils, thereby emancipating them from the "tyranies" of

their curacas, and finally giving them a rational life.4 8

47. Ibid., pp. 184-89. 48. Ibid.
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Toledo had once said, "Among Christians, it is not

right to take anything without a good title, yet that which

your Majesty has to these parts has suffered detriment." 4 9

Accordingly in his general visitation he verified from the

root and established by a host of witnesses the right of the

king to have possession of the Viceroyalty of Peru.

One of the things which Sarmiento set out to accomplish

was to depict the Incas as cruel tyrants, thereby justifying

the legitimacy of Spanish rule. In his history he stated

that he would depict the truth of the most inhuman behavior

of the Indians and their curacas who were not original lords

of the soil but who were placed there by Tupac Inca Yupanqui.

Sarmiento declared that tyrannywas proved because the Incas

were strangers to Cuzco and they seized the valley from other

Indians. 50

In addition to the basically savage nature of the Incas,

Sarmiento also bewailed their customs.

. . . It will be understood that your Majesty has a
specially true and holy title to these kingdoms of
Peru, because your majesty and your most sacred ances-
tors stopped the sacrifies of innocent menY and the
accursed sin of sodomy.

In collecting these stories and reports Sarmiento desired

to have one point noted carefully. He stated that the Indians

did not hold their legends as fables, but as true accounts

which they swore by., The chronicler thought a few of the

50. Ibid., p. 194.49. Ibid., p. 189. 51., Ibid.
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Indians were redeemed by a divine spirit which was guiding

to the real truth concerning their history. However Sarmiento

felt that when reconstructing their history he had to write

down all that they said and then evaluate the stories; for

from these stories shall come the narration of Inca injustice.

All of this work was done by the order of the Viceroy and

Sarmiento notes that "he carefully collected this informa-

tion" with much diligence so that this history can rest on

attested proofs from the general testimony of the whole

kingdom, old and young, Incas, and tributary Indians.5 2

Sarmiento did not wish to begin his history without

clearing up a few points. He said that some may feel that

Inca history can not be accepted as authentic since it is

taken from the narratives of- barbarians who have no writing.

However, Sarmiento said, the Incas had a curious invention

which was good and accurate for passing down stories from

father to son.53 He noted that since the Devil, who is

always striving to injure the human race, found these

unfortunates to be easy of belief and timid in obedience,

he introduced many illustions, lies, and frauds, giving

them to understand that he had created them from the first

and afterwards. Because of their sins and evil deeds, he

had destroyed them again with a flood and finally recreated

the race, this time giving them food and a way to preserve

themselves.

53. Ibid., p. 101.52. Ibid., p. 1-4.
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Numerous tales of the Inca origin of their race and

custom seem to fascinate Sarmiento. One such story deals

with the Huallas Indians. The Incas relate that Mama Occlo

was so fierce a woman that she killed a Hualla Indian, cut

him up, took out his insides, and carried the heart and

lung in her mouth to a Hualla village. There she attacked

the other Huallas with the same diabolical resolution. Mama

Occlo, reflecting on her cruelty, and fearing that for it,

she and her people would be branded as tyrants, resolved

not to spare any Huallas, believing that the affair would

thus be forgotten. So she and her cohorts killed all they

could lay their hands upon, dragging infants from their

mother's wombs, that no memory might be left of the Huallas.

Sarmiento attributes the savageness of the Incas to tradi-

tion such as that shown by the legendary Mama Occlo. 54

The Inca who is the chief subject of Sarmiento's scathing

pen in Pachacuti Inca Yupanqui. Pachacuti during his con-

quests had conquered the city of Cuzco and had adorned the

city with edifices and streets. He reflected that since the

time of his predecessors nothing had been done for the House

of the Sun. Therefore he disinterred the bodies of the seven

deceased Incas, enriched them with masks, head-dresses,

medals, and other ornaments of gold and placed them, in order

of their seniority, on a bench richly adorned. These

54. Ibid., pp. 56-60.
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corpses were held in great respect and veneration until the

Spaniards arrived. Beside these corpses, Pachacuti, made

two images of gold. He called one of them Viracocha

Pachayachachi, and it represented the Creator. To the idols

the Inca gave the use of lands, flocks, and servants,

especially certain women who lived in the House of the Sun

like nuns. Here Sarmiento said "they all come as virgins

but few remained without having had connection with the Inca.

He was so vicious in this respect, that he had access to all

whose looks gave him pleasure, and had many sons." 5 5

Finally Sarmiento delved into the numerous cruelties

perpetrated by Pachacuti during his conquest. During his

expeditions there was always much spoliation and force. The

people who became his subjects by acquisition or by rapine

were numerous, and they obeyed so long as they felt the

force compelling them. As soon as they overcame their fear

they rebelled and ran off. Then the Inca was obliged to

conquer them again. Finally out of desperation the Inca hit

upon a plan which was really the worst tyranny he ever

perpetrated. Pachacuti ordered visitors to go all through

the subdued provinces with orders to measure and survey

them and to bring him models of their natural features in

clay. The models were brought and he examined them and

considered the mountains and the plains. Then he ordered the

55. Ibid.
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visitors to observe him carefully. He then demolished the

area and had the inhabitants moved to a distant sector of

the country so that they could not return to it.56

Pachacuti was not the only Inca to be accused of

cruel and tyrannical actions; Atahualpa was also chastized.

From his Spanish prison Atahualpa hit upon a scheme to

assure his title to the throne. He ordered one of his

relations, Cusi Yupanqui to go to Cuzco and not to leave a.

relation or friend or Huascar alive. Atahualpa then caused

poles to be fixed on both sides of the road. Then he

brought out of prison all the wives of Huascar, including

those pregnant. He ordered them to be hung to these poles

with their children, and he also ordered the pregnant to be

cut open and the stillborn to be hung with them. Then he

caused the sons of Huascar to be brought out and hung to

the poles. All of these murders and cruelties were per-

petrated in the presence of Huascar to torment him. They

murdered eighty sons and daughters of Huascar; but what he

felt most cruelly was the murder, before his very eyes, of

one of his sisters, Coya Miro, who had a son of Huascar in

her arms and another in her womb.5 7

After his capture Atahualpa ordered Huascar to be killed.

One of the captains slaughtered the rival, cut up the body

and threw it into the Yana-Mayu River. The rest of the

56. Ibid., pp. 56-66. 57. Ib id.
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brothers and relations were also killed in 1533. For the

murder of Huascar and for other causes, Pizarro put Atahualpa

to death, for as Sarmiento writes, he was .a tyrant against

the native of his country and against his brother Huascar.

He was not the Inca of Peru but rather a usurper, though

prudent, sagacious, and valiant. 5 8

The History of the Incas by Sarmiento should be supple-

mented by a narrative of the execution of Tupac Amaru and

of the events leading to it, by an eye-witness, the Captain

Baltasar de Ocampo. The main object of this treatise was

to give an account of the province of Wilcapampa and to

obtain some favors for the Spanish settlers there.5 9

Ocampo opens his story with a very interesting account

of the baptism of Melchior Carlos, son of Carlos Inca who

had become a Christian and lived in the palace at Cuzco.

He then describes the events which culminated in the capture

of the Inca Tupac Amaru and gives a pathetic and touching

narration of the judicial murder of the young price. Ocampo

was an actor in these events. The story should have preceded

the mournful narrative of the fate of Tupac. Amaru; for the

58. Ibid.

59. Baltasar de Ocampo, Descripcion de la provincia de Sant
Francisco de la Vitoria de Vilcapampa, trans., C. R. Markham,
in Account of the Province of Vilcapampa and a Narrative of
the Executi5ii of theTInca TUTpac Amaru. TheHakluyt Society~,
ser. 2, 22 (London: The Hakluyt Society, 1907): 215.
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event took place at the time of the baptism of Merlchior

Carlos and before the Viceroy Toledo became accused of

regicide. 60

In his 1610 account Ocampo also views the Incas, espe-

cially Tupac Amaru, as tyrannical and deserving punishment

from the Spaniards and God. Ocampo condemns the Inca for his

brutal treatment of Spaniards, but fails to trace the events

perpetrated by the Spaniards in return. One would be most

tempted to ask which were the sorrier lot--the Incas or the

Spaniards. After all, the Spaniards were a civilized race

of men who were to foster the Christian ethic. The following

sequence has been inserted to depict the dichotomy in righteous-

ness.

Ocampo relates an episode in which the Indian Captain

Quispi attacked Friar Diego Ortiz and struck him. At this

point the narrator claimed that God permitted that his hand

and arm up to the shoulder should wither. The Friar then

went down on his knees and turned his other cheek to Quispi.

He received another blow, and the Indian then tied his hands

behind his back and dragged him along. They then opened a

place under his beard and inserted a rope so they could drag

him along, making him suffer an unheard of martydom. The good

Friar endured all this with his eyes raised'to Heaven.61

61. Ibid., p. 228.60. Ibid.
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However it appears that the Spaniards also received a

chance for revenge. Juan de Soto, chief officer of the court,

ordered the Inca Tupac Amaru's head to be cut off in the name

of the Viceroy. The Inca then received consolation from the

fathers who were with him. According to the story the Inca

put his head on the block with no. resistance. The executioner

then came forward and, taking the hair in his left hand,

severed the head with a knife at one blow and held it high

for all to see. After the head was cut off, it was put on a

spike and set up on the same scaffold in the great square

where the execution had taken place.6 2

One interesting aspect of the conquest and one which

intrigued the Spaniards related to the rites and fables which

the Incas incorporated into their class-structured society.

The Licenciado Polo de Ondegardo went to Peru with Viceroy

Toledo and his research offers an interesting approach to

the superstitions of the Incas and how they affected the

Indian's daily life.

An aspect which impressed the Licenciado in his work,

Los Errores y Svperticiones de los Indios, sacadas del Tratado

y auerigacion que hizo el Licenciado Polo, was the presence

of idols. In addition to worshipping Viracocha, who was held

in greatest esteem as the God of the Sun, worship was also

given to the stars, thunder, and to the earth, referred to as

62. Ibid., 213.
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Pachamama. Numerous sacrifices were made to the star called

Urcuchillay or Luna Macho which was supposed to represent

a multi-colored sheep. Great veneration was also held for

stars which depicted stout and brave animals such as tigers,

ocelots, and lions, who were adored so that the Indians could

absorb some of their penchant for bravery.6 3

According to the Licenciado, the Incas believed in souls

which lived on in an afterlife--those who were good during

their corporeal life received glory while the evil were

punished. The Indians were diligent in caring for their

Souls well during their life on earth so they would receive

numerous honors at the time of their death. The common

Indians prepared special meals and wove fanciful cloth so

they would be ready for their afterlife.6 4

As part of their religious teaching, the Indians learned

that Viracocha would aid them and bring prosperity in this

life if they were his friends and if each day they celebrated

his glory. If the Indians were faithful to their gods then

the sick would be taken care of. Polo sees a close similarity

between the Catholic faith and the idea of an afterlife and

the religion of the Incas. The difference was that, in order

63. Juan Polo de Ondegardo, Tratado y aierigacion sobre los
errors y supersticiones de los indios, M. Serrano y Sanz,,
ed. Colecci n de libros y~~ocumentos referentes a la historia
del Perfi, ser. 1, 3 (Lima: Libreria e Imprenta Gil, 1917):3-5.

64., Ibid., p. 7.
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to appease their gods and idols, the Incas participated in

sacrifices with great veneration.6 5

One such sacrifice came about with the death of the

royal Inca. All of the deceased's favorite idols, personal

belongings, and clothes were buried or destroyed. Polo said

that the Inca's favorite wives were sacrificed at his death

so that they would be available to serve the Inca in his

afterlife. When Huayna Capac died a thousand persons were

killed amidst drunken revelry so that they, too, might

accompany the Inca'on his journey to another world. Numerous

objects were sacrificed in honor of the Inca, as were children

whose blood made holy marks on the ground and whose ears

66were especially valued.

Polo seemed quite intrigued by the methods used by the

Incas in a sacrifice. He said that the method used in killing

a royal cow [llama] or a person went according to an old

ceremony which had been handed down through the ages. Polo

compares this ceremony, which involves quite a bit of loud

praying and wailing, to a practice followed by the Moors

called alquible. Frequently the ears of an animal or Indian

were offered to the Sun God, although his favorite victim

65. Ibid., p. 8; see also Garcilaso de las Vega, Comentarios
Reales, p. 16.

66. Polo de Ondegardo, Tratodo, p. 9; and Cieza de Leon,
Del Senorio de los Incas, p. 132.
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appeared to be the guanaco. In Cuzco a guanaco was killed

daily and his meat offered as sustenance to the Indian's

favorite gods.

According to Licenciado Polo the Incas, because of their

wicked ways, were plagued by numerous hechizados or bewitched

personages who generally came from the poorer classes of

Indians. These people roamed through the villages in a

"base and vile" manner and are of no use to anyone. Because

of some innate quality in these hechizados, they are compelled

to perform numerous sacrifices. Sometimes they are given

gold, clothes,: and other offerings to use in their sacri-

fices. This is one reason why Polo says that many of the poor

are hechizados because they frequently receive some sort

of renumeration for their services. These hechizados are

possessed by the Devil and are like witches; consequently,

the Inca frequently called upon them to perpetuate an evil

67deed or to drive away an enemy.

Licenciado Polo was not the only Spaniard to be intrigued

by Inca customs. Among these chroniclers is Cristobal de

Molina, a mestizo like Garcilaso de la Vega and Blas Valera,

whose bibliographical references are still important today.

Between 1545 and 1550, the author of Fabulas y Ritos de los

67. Molina, Relacion de los Ritos y Fabulas de los Incas,,,
p. 20; Acosta, Hist6ria natural y moral, p. 72; and Bernabe
Cobo, Historia del Nuevo Mundo, 4 vols. (Seville: Imprento
de E. Rasco, 1890-9),TIII:43.
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Incas received religious orders and was cura of the order of

Nuestra Senora de los Remedios del Hospital de los Naturales

del Cuzco.6 8

Today one thinks of Molina as an author and expert on

the study of the customs, beliefs, and rites of the ancient

Incas. Knowledge of the Quechua language helped him in his

investigations. He, unlike Garcilaso, tended to present a

more truthful side to the Incas in his attempt to recreate

the life of his ancestors. Molina found special opportuni-

ties to collect exact information from the caciques and

learned Indians who could expound on the splendid days of the

Empire; and his work in the Hospital at Cuzco gave him a

close contact with the indigenous people. His work was

written in 1572 but not published until 1873.

One aspect with which Molina concerned himself was the

Inca adoration of the Sun, and he recreated for readers an

oration which the Incas chanted to the great Viracocha when

they needed strength.

Oh Hacedor! que diste ser al Sol, y despues dijiste
haya noche y dia, amanezca y esclarezca, salga en
paz; guardole para que alumbre a los hombres que
criaste, Oh Hacedor!
Oh Sol! que estas en paz y en salud, alumbra a

estas personas que apaciegtas, no esten enfermos,
guardalos sanos y salvos.

Frequently the priests who were in charge of rituals led

the Indians in these chants. These priests dressed in rich

68. Molina, Relacion de los Ritos y Fabulas de los Incas, p 7.

69. Ibid., p. 8.
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robes in order that their presence might please the gods.

One of their duties was to offer Viracocha small birds.

Like Garcilaso, Molina was also concerned with the

Inca taes of creation. He said that Inca life began with

Manco Capac, the first Inca. From him sprang the sons

of,,the Sun who were to perpetuate the concept of idolatry

and adoration of Viracocha, the Sun God. This god brought

upon the world a great flood so that a new race could be

created. And when the waters receded there was only one

man and woman left. -These two were left to procreate; and

70so a new race came to be.

Blas Valera (1545-1596) also wrote a fundamental work

on the period entitled Relaciones de las costumbres antiguas

de los naturales del Piru. Although Valera pointed out the

numerous instances where the Incas had committed the sin of

idolatry he did feel as did Molina, that the Incas could be

Christianized more readily solely because they believe in a

God and afterlife. He devoted much attention to their crude

form of religion to find if it were possible to substitute

Jesus Christ for Viracocha.7 1

Valera listed three main reason why he felt the Indians

could be converted quite easily. First of all, he claimed

70. Ibid., p. 85.

71. Blas Valera, Relacion de las costumbres antigrias de los
naturales del Peru, ed.i, M.~Jimihiez de las Espada, in Tres
relaciones de antiguied a des peruanas (Madrid: Ministerio del
Fomento, 1879), p. 6.
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that, unlike the Spaniards, the Indians do not have an avarice

for worldly goods. All of the gold and jewels were used

either for the adornment of the Inca, who was to be considered

as a king, or the sacrificial victims. The Indians lived

simply and were all taken care of under the Incan government

system.72

The second manner would be to get the Indians to come

voluntarily to the true religion. The Spaniards therefore

must set the right example and lead a pious life so that the

Indians would desire conversion. The Spanish priests also

had to show the Incas that more good would come to the people

if they cast aside their idols and learned to love and obey

God. Since the Incas were accustomed to carrying out the

commands of another, Valera thought that it would be a rela-

tively simple matter to transfer allegiances.7 3

As a final reason for believing in the easy transforma-

tion of the Indians, Valera turned to the strict law code put

forth by the Incas. Under these laws all people of the empire

were to be treated under the same general laws and law was to

be dispensed equally. No one was excused from his assigned

lifework whether it be tending the crops or constructing the

numerous roads and suspension bridges. Murder or any injury

to the royal family was. to be appropriately dealt with. Finally,

even though the Inca.was allowed to keep his sister as wife

72. Ibid., p. 32. 73. Ibid., p. 35.
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along with numerous concubines, the ordinary Indians were

prohibited from adultery or incest.7 4

In all of the dealings with the Indians, it appears

that the Crown in Spain desired among its primary missions to

"tame the Incas" so that they could be- imbued with the Spanish

tradition. In a letter dated 29 August 1565, King Philip II

expressed the wish that the Viceroy-to-be Toledo keep a close

watch on the activities of the Incas, Ieast they become rebel-

lious and attempt to cast off Spanish control. Philip

stressed that the Viceroy's main job was to see that liberty,

security, peace, and equilibrium were achieved in Peru. And

this ruling could be carried out as Toledo saw fit; for the

primary concern of Philip II was that the Indians must not

become unmanageable.75

In 1566 Toledo assured the King that things were pro-

ceeding smoothly in the provinces and that the will of King

Philip II was being carried out wherever appropriate. Toledo

informed the King that not only was the political process run-

ning smoothly, but also many Indians were following the teachings

of the Christians. Because Toledo recognized his obligation

to both the Crown and the Church, religion was to be fused

into the judicial system in order to instill a respect for

74. Ibid., p. 49.

75. "King Philip II to Viceroy Toledo, 29 August 1565," in
Levillier, ed., Gobernantes del Peru, 6:35.
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righteousness into the Indian culture. In that same year

the Viceroy also noted that if the Indians believed in God

they would be more prone to obey the Spaniards and to lead

a less ''barbaric" life.7 6

Spaniards held numerous opinions concerning the attributes

or vices of the Inca system. Spaniards evaluated and inspected

all phases of Indian life from governmental policy to religious

rites, fables and sacrifices. Many controversies developed

over the soundness of the political system and whether the

Incas were tyrants and dictators. Because of the use of

sacrifice in their daily worship to Viracocha, the Incas were

deemed as barbaric and totally lacking in any degree of

civility. Whether or not the Spanish investigators admired

or despised the various aspects of the Inca system it is

certain that they all felt that the Indian could and should

be converted to Catholicism. Finally, if the Indians followed

the Christians instead of their blood-stained idols, they would

respond far better to Hispanization. That in itself was

Spain's ultimate goal.

In the Inca laws, however, there was nothing cheering

to the dignity of human nature. What the people had was

conceded as a boon, not as a right. When a nation was brought

under the scepter of the Incas, it resigned every personal

right. The Indians had nothing that could be called property.

76. "To,ledo to King Philip II," in Levillier, ed. , Gobernantes
del Peru, 6:38.
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They could follow no craft, could engage in no labor, no

amusement, but that which was especially provided by law.

They could not change their residence or their dress without

a license from the government. The imperative spirit of

despotism would not allow them to be happy or miserable in

any way but that established by law. The power of free agency

was annihilated in Peru.

The more enlightened of the Spaniards who first visited

Peru, struck with the general appearance of plenty and pros-

perity , and with the astonishing order with which everything

throughout the country was regulated, are loud in their

expressions of admiration. No better government, in their

opinion, could have been devised for the people. Contented

with their condition and free from vice, the mild and docile

character of the Peruvians would have well fitted them to

receive the teachings of Christianity, had the love of con-

version, instead of gold, animated the conquerors.7 7

The testimony of the Spanish conquerors was not uniform

in respect to the favorable influence exerted by Peruvian

institutions on the character of the people. Drinking and

dancing were said to have been the pleasures to which they

were immoderately addicted. Like the slaves and serfs in

other lands, they found a substitute in sensual indulgence.

77. Cobo, Historia del Nuevo Mundo, 111:72.
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Lazy, luxurious, and licentious are the epithets' bestowed on

them by one who saw them at the conquest, but whose pens were

none too friendly. Yet the spirit of independence could hardly

be strong in a people who had no ownership of the soil and no

personal.rights to defend. And the facility with which they

yielded to the Spanish invader argues an absence of patriotic

feeling and that feeling of loyalty which make men take up

arms against a conqueror.

78. Molina, Relacion de los Ritos y Fabulas de los Incas,
p. 100.
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CONCLUSION

Since the sixteenth century numerous judgments of the

conduct of the Spanish conquistadors in the New World have

appeared. Some described the Christians as bandits. Others

claim that the Spaniards were striving to achieve economic

grandeur on the European continent while zealously pursuing

religious ideals abroad. Still others, who are not so

favorable deem that Spain, by its conquistadors was going to

seek outside, by sheer energy, the strength which she had

only potentially at home. Salvador de Madariaga found in

all Spaniards the typically Iberian trait: the co-existance

of contrary tendencies.

Each of these opinions, even those of men who detested

Spain and understood her little, had its share of truth.

Bandits at certain times in crises of panic and greed, the

conquistadors never seemed to lose their sense of grandeur.

This was one of their contradictions. The most striking was

to have so closely associated the religion of self and the

love of country.

1. Salvador de Madariaga, Hernan Cortes, Conqueror at
Mexico (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1941), p. 12.
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Although fiercely individualistic, the conquistadors

were no less ardently patriotic. Every Spaniard carried to

the New World a fragment of Spain to remind him of his

purpose. Andalucia had provided the first sailors, and

Castile the majority of the soldiers. Columbus' sailors

were almost all from Palos and Moguer, and the captains of

the conquest came from Extremadura. Francisco Pizarro had

recruited many of his companions at Trujillo, his native

village.

However, the soul of the conquistador was accountable

to God alone. Honor and soul were for every Spaniard the

supreme freedom. No law, not even the King's will, might

prevail against this privilege of making arrangements with

God and acting accordingly. Hence the individualism of the

conquistadors. Above their local leader, the visitadores,

and the royal personage, there was God and the freedom to

be themselves. The author Canivet suggested that "the

juridical ideal of Spain would be that every Spaniard should

have in his pocket a charter of rights consisting of a single

item framed in these brief and striking terms: this Spaniard

is authorized to conduct himself as he chooses." 2 By this

extravagant but unwritten charter, every conquistador shaped

his behavior. Having concluded an intimate pact with God, he

often thought himself exempt from the duty of obedience.

2. Charles Alfred Canivet, Les colonies perdues, par Charles
Canivet (Paris: Jouvet et C., 1884), p. 19.
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The conquistador, brightly daring., took possession of

scraps of empire as he made 'hisr way through the New World,

listening to nothing but the promptings of his own heart. . . .

His plume could be seen on the narrow roads of the Andes and

in the vast grasslands. One would wonder if nothing could

stop him but the fear of God. The fear of the King was also

instilled in the Spaniards, for the conquistador was not a

soldier of God alone. He was the vassal to the Spanish

monarch, and his motto was that of Spain: un monarca, un

imperio, y un espada (one monarch, one realm, and one sword).

There was only one who tried half-heartedly to escape from

royal tutelage--Gonzalo Pizarro, and he died under the execu-

tioners axe.

Not a caravel ever left a Spanish port in a westerly

direction without a representative of the King aboard. When

Columbus left for his first voyage in 1492, Rodrigo de

Escobedo and Sanchez de Segovia, Royal Notary and Comptroller,

had been forced upon him. "Master of God," the Admiral of

the Ocean Sea saw the King come between himself and God.

Henceforth the King and God became one image. Intoxicated

as they were by sudden fortune, the conquistadors never

omitted to put aside a fifth part of their booty for the

royal treasury. And if any man falsified the accounts, it

was at his own risk and peril; all knew that the garrote

awaited the man who decided to defraud the King of his share.
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One conquistador Benalcazar, the master of Quito had

maliciously stated: "Lo que el Rey mando se obedece, no se

Cumple: (what the King orders is obeyed not not executed.) 3

Benalcazar's attitude, and that of a few petty tyrants

toward the authority at home was ethe exception always

available if the Spaniard thought the King's orders ill-

advised. The conquistadors' freedom of action was only

apparent and their omnipotence was not totally pervasive.

Attempts at rebellion, even if succeeded for awhile, always

ended by being suppressed. A Spanish captain never persisted

for long in illegality. The hand of the King, slow to

strike, fell sooner or later on the head of the culprit; and

the King's eye, though it was such a long way off, never

lost sight of the conquistador's as they marched on.

The conquistadors were romantics with all the "credulity

and artless wonder" that is associated with the word. These

men forged an extravagant pact with fortune, and this brought

a passionate quest for risk, and the intense curiosity which

always made them something more than crusaders. The conquis-

tadors were overwhelmed by the vastness of their undertakings.

In this instance imagination had to admit that it was sur-

passed by reality. No crusader had known such adventure as

this, and no. actor had ever performed on such a stage. This

3. Jorge G. Garces;. ed., Coleccion de documentos ineditos
relatives al adelantado capitan don Sebastian de Benalcazar,
1535-65 (Quiito, Ecuador: Talleres tipograficas monicipales,
1938), p. 65.
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splendid prize, outstretched beneath their gaze and within

their reach, seemed more beautiful as the conquistadors

realized that gold was at the end of their trials. With

eyes wide open, the conquistadors lived in a lucid and

endless delirium.

"So color de religion--Van a buscar plata y oro--del

encubierto tesoro" (under the pretense of religion, they went

in search of silver and gold and of hidden treasure). These

harsh words of Lope de Vega in his play, El Nuevo Mundo,

call for comment, if not correction. Certainly the injustices

and the crimes committed in the name of religion are revolting

to men of good conscience. Certainly the conquistadors used

the instruments of the Faith to further their adventures.

Valverde warned Pizarro's soldiers that the moment of attack

had come by waving a Bible at Atahualpa. The system of

requerimiento inflicted on the primitive people, the mass

baptisms, the conversions in extremis that preceded the

garrote, the expiatory stake and the massacres that ended

in Te Deum seem to justify the words of one Indian, exhorted

by a monk to die in the Christian faith: "Are there Spaniards

in your paradise? Then I prefer to die a heathen!" Lope

de Vega was wrong on one point: the violent acts of the

conquistadors--abduction, robberies and assasinations--

though sometimes performed "in the name of" religion was not

"under the pretense of religion." 4

4. Aurelio Miro Quesada Sosa, ed., America en el teatro de
Lope de Vega, (Lima: Sociedad de Bibliofilos Peruvanos, 1935).,
pp. 67-73.
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The Conquistadors, although for the most part illiterate,

had no need of letters to feel the same fanatical spirit as

those horsemen who invaded the old Greco-Latin world or the

Crusaders when they spread over the Syrian plains. They had

been convinced the millions of Indians would burn forever in

Hell if they, the conquistadors, did not bring them the faith.

They believed this quite simply. Religion for them was not

a pretext but a banner. The existence of God in three persons,

the immortality of the soul, sin and the Last Judgment--it

never occurred to any one of them to dispute these facts or

even discuss them. These men of war and passion had retained

the faith of children. "So color de religion"--was misleading.

No ulterior motive colored the faith of the conquistadors.

They remained men of the Middle Ages. Religious hypoc-isy

had not yet been invented since it was largely a creature of

the seventeenth century.

The conquistadors believed in God fiercely and unre-

servedly; they also believed in the Devil. In their eyes the

New World was seen as the empire of Satan and the religious

practices of the Indians only served to reinforce this idea.

Such things as black-robbed priests with matted hair burrowing

their knives into the breasts of their victims froze the

spirit of the conquistadors. Satan was there himself, and

his worship was celebrated among dismembered corpses. His

maleficent power was honored. He was no longer in Spain,

having been driven out of the nation; but in the New World
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he was enthroned. Carved in granite, incrusted with pre-

cious stones and encircled with golden emblems he was the

superb incarnation of evil, and he glorified sin.

Modern men should not be astonished at the reactions

of the Spaniards, given their national heritage. In the

depths of the Indian sanctuaries they could discern a Prince

of Darkness standing in his macabre splendor. Looking

heavenward, they could distinguish the figure of St. James

galloping across the clouds. The conflict between the true

and the false, between good and evil, was manifest in this

double apparition. The Indians were possessed of the Devil,

who had to be exorcised, first by destroying the material

evidence of Devil worship. This is why the conquerors,

activated by the same blind zeal as early Christians when

they shattered the Roman statues, overturned the pre-

Columbian idols and burned the ritual articles and all that

transmitted the sacred tradition--in short, they showed a

holy ardor to abolish the very memory of the heathen liturgy.

This they counted as pious work and expected a salutary

result.

The conquistadors did not limit themselves to casting

downh.the idols. In order that the exorcism be fully effec-

tive, it was proper also to set up in their places the symbols

of the True Faith. On the stones that were still spattered

with blood from the sacrificial tables, they raised altars to

Our Lady of Guadalupe. Tolerance was not one of their
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attributes. Frequently these booted and armored Christians

lacked the Christian spirit; charity was almost always

missing from their pitiless fervor.

Finally had they done nothing but discover the New

World, conquer territories, found cities, and teach millions

of native to revere the name of Christ and that of Charles V,

the conquistadors would have done well by their country.

These exploits justified such royal favors as commands, the

Cross of Santiago, spurs of honor, and marquisates. However,

the ruler would not have looked on his overseas captains in

such a friendly fashion if he had not gained the most

precious substance of all: gold. The conquistadors were the

seekers and purveyors of gold for the Kings of Spain.

The Spanish conquest of the Inca empire and the colonial

rule that ensued entailed for the Indians the destruction of

their goods, the loss of their most sacred traditions, their

utterly ruthless exploitation, slavery, and very often torture

and massacre. It is the fashioniin Spain to jeer at the

"black legend" invented by heretics to calumniate the noble

Iberians; nevertheless detractors of Spanish colonialism are

less severe in their condemnation than many of the Castilians

themselves who witnessed so much horror and oppression. It

is not accurate to say that it is only the followers of

Bartolome de Las Casas who are concerned. The denunciations

made by rough soldiers and by lawyers of the atrocities and

abuses they saw' are to the honor of Spain. Even though the
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Crown tried to protect the Indian's rights, one cannot

absolve a regime because the intentions of its leaders were

often just and generous. It was, of course, difficult for

the King and his representatives to get themselves obeyed

on the other side of the ocean.

The conquest destroyed the social and economic structure

of the Inca empire; even the distribution of the population

was changed. The Viceroy Francisco Toledo forcibly regrouped

the Indians into villages and townships where they could more

readily be supervised and more easily assimilated into the

new colony. Thousands of Indians had to leave their homes

and sanctuaries to live in new and artificial settlements.

All links' holding the community together were lost. The

titular and ancestral deities were forgotten, titles to

property abolished, and the old authorities deprived of their

powers. Whole ayllus disappeared or were joined together

into new groups. Innumerable peasants, wrenched from their

lands and communities, made up a floating population, some

working as servants or craftsman in the towns and others

taking posts with the new landed proprietors whose serfs they

rapidly became.

The relay postal service, which had been so useful to

the imperial administration, became another abuse. The

villages along the road were forced to feed and lodge any

traveling Spaniards, in exchange for which they received
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nothing but outrage. If they could not supply the pack

animals demanded, they themselves had to carry the burdens.

Military and spiritual conquest were indissolubly mixed.

The treaty Francisco Pizarro signed with the Crown before

leaving to discover Peru mentions the conversion of the

natives. To begin with, the Indians offered very little

resistance to the new religion imposed on them. Many of

the leading families appeared to embrace Catholicism with

enthusiasm, as they were aware they would never receive the

support of the Spaniards, nor retain their privileges, unless

they renounced their "diabolical errors." For the bulk of

the Indians, the mass, the adoration of the cross, and other

rites were just another official religion, which they

accepted as the cult of the new sun.
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